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PREFACE

Witnin the School of' Civil EngdnGering cf* the University 
of 2137/ South Wales several research projects, which together coa?e 
uno.er the heading: cf Conservation Engineering Research, have he on 
in progress since 1957*

Thesm projects arc financed hy the Water Research Found
ation of Australia ninited, the nural Credits Development Fund of 
the Commonwealth Bank, and the University of Ren South Wales*

This Report discusses the conservation research programme 
and outlines progress for the period January 1957 to June 196C* 
Detailed progress reports for the riajor topics of the progrenime 
are appended* This material was first issued as an internal report 
in June i960*

Since 1959 conservation research activities have "been 
centred at the Water Research Laboratory, hhnly vv.le, 17.3. U* The 
research programme is under the direction of Ihg J,A*Burton cf 
the Laboratory Research stuff*

H.R. Vailcutine
Assoc* Professor of Civil Engineering, 
Officer in Charge of the Water Research 

Laboratory* ______

3rd January 1962
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i, r^ R QRicTior

Since 1937 the School oi Civil Enginoorinj of the University 
of |.Tow South S'9.os has fostered research into many prcbioms of 
agricultural rater management. This research, which embraces 
aspects of hydrology, hydraulics and soil mechanics, is classified, 
following American -practice, under the general heading of con- 
servation engineering.
Re seal* ch activities in this field "began in 1956, when Mr. J. Burton 

undertook an investigation of the engineering features of the "Hater 
Harvesting” and ’’ICeyline” systems of water management. Although this 
work was not financed by the Hater Research Foundation, the results 
were published by that Foundation in 1957 as Research Bulletin ITo.l. 
In ilovember 1956 the Foundation made two financial grants to the 
University, under the topics of improved Methods for the Design 
and Construction of Farm Dams” and ’’The Use of Plastic Membranes for 
Sealing Farm Ponds”. These topics, for which the grants have been 
renewed annually, have formed the basis of the present research 
programme. A subsequent grant from the Rural Credits Development 
Fund of the Commonwealth Bah/: has permitted an extension of the 
seepage control investigation beyond the field of plastic membranes. 
It should be noted, however, that whilst these grants have more 
or less defined the research programme, the University, through 
the provision of staff and equipment, is the major financial 
contributor to the conservation research activities of the 
Civil School..
The research programme covers the following broad topics?

a. Hydrological and economic design of small storage reservoirs.

b. Structural design and construction of low earth dams.

c. Seepage control in farm dams.

d. Miscellaneous projects concerned with specialised local 
vator nrobiems.
This report discusses the research programme and outlines 

its financial background.. Detailed progress reports for the 
major topics are included as appendices.
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o# rpT-q? Or*TT|5‘nTf>,»* ̂TIOIT ̂  *)g?V'of|T.T • *

the conoervation research progr is concerned primari 3y 
-wiLx jx,'.i ocoirxo c‘.'?ri *v h , ,.,icrnge r-o.rvoirs and tb^ 
design and construction of small earth dams#

The need for re-search under these topics has he come 
increasingly a-;: rent • Australian landholders have "begun to make 
extensive *:so oi stored r/at.v for supplemental irrigation. By- 
contrast with the almost l,0-~v cull c rard stock tank 
of ten to fifteen years ago, farm damn of r.ll siviOD up to and 
exceeding 100 million gallons are now being built in large 
numbers.

Engineering science has developed to a stage where earth 
darns can be designed and built with safety to almost any height. 
P-v? farm donrp ĥ -rever, detailed indiviaual design is not 
justified^ for example* the cost of a simi>lo hydrologic and 
structural dcsi'ci for a 10 million gallon dame costing about 
CsjOQ to construct, wold be of u_iC order of hluo. lie consequence 
the great majority of farm dams are built without any attempt 
at engineering designf and in further consequence a ccnsiuerable 
proportion of those built are failures, either directly, as a 
result of col*apse or destruction of the embankment, or indirectly 
nr a result of inadequate capacity, unsuitable catchment or 
excessive seepage and evaporation losses* Whilst it is not 
feasible to undertake a detailed individual design for e^ k 
dam buirt, the aggregate value of these farm storages to the 
rural economy is such that an overall investigation, aimed at
d.r/oloui:i' generalised design data which may be applied to 
individual dams at low cost, can well be justified. It might 
be noted that a parallel state of affairs exists in the United 
States, where Universities and the Soil Conservation Service 
are actively engaged in the preparation of such design data.
Ibr. purpose of this conservation research programme is tc provide 
similar information for hustrali.cn conditions, which in many 

differ iron those experienced in the U.S.A.

The following topics are currently under investigation.
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2.1 Ilydrolc.hLc and hcononic Design of Small Reservoirs

A detail'd progress r^iort for topics under this heading is 
included \ ith this leaner as Appendix 3# The so topics are as
lolicvr.:

a. Tield_ of Snail Rural Catchments.
Very feu* runoff data arc available from snail rural catchments. 

Procedures for the g stiaation of catchment yield from past r aim all 
records are therefore under invo stiverion. Runoff records from tnree 
experimental catchments in 17.S.T7. have "been analysed and data from 
Soil Conservation Service catclo^uts and plots have djon studied. 
Arrangements are 'oeing made for the analysis of records from 
other experimental catchments in Australia? of which only 3 or 4 
arpear to ho suitable. Summarised records from many experimental 
catchments in the United States are available.

A detailed study has been made for a proposed -jrmoff estimation 
method which involves water balance computations b\sed on available 
rainfall and climatic records. In particular? detaileu water 
budgets have boon prepared for Badgery* s Greek and Hunt’s Creek in 
IT. S. P. It appears that this method may bo suitable for yield 
estimation on larger watersheds with permanent watercourses. Present 
indications are? however? that the method is inaccurate for the 
typical ephemeral farm den catchment.

A new approach? based upon a rainfall-runoff relationship 
recently developed by the United States Scil Conservation Service, 
is now under investigation.
h Data Collection

To overcome the serious lack of hydrological data from small 
rural areas a scheme has been put in operation whereby Junior 
P'cimer s t hr ougho v.i IT. S.w. are col i e or m g  approxi= ia o e mxOj.vic! oron 
about rainfall, runoff and reservoir losses. This information 
is being supplemented by a netvorx ô  srial-L exoerime.iax catchments 
which provide precise runoff data. The sememe is xnown o.s xifDRA 
(Hydrological Hara from Rural Areas). Detailed j— l~ino.■jion abouo 
this scheme is included with this paper as Appendix P.
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The present network of HYDHA stations (’fay i960) 00 .prises 

6 Class X stations (Junior Farmer operated* approximate infcarnation) 
3 Class II stations (dams equipped v;itli mater level, recorders) 
and 7 class III stations (experimental catchments).

c. Determination of Storage Capacity* M,~'m ”  i t —  » -ini 1 *=.*c- ■■ '.— -I I* i|

Some data relating to water use and e vapo-seepage losses 
have "been accumulated and •. ;thods for determining the irrigation 
needs of crops have- boon studied. Procedures for estimating 
storage capacity have been investigated and long term mass curve 
and storage behaviour studies have been made for Badgery* s Creek 
and Hunt* s Creek in Hew South Wales. It is hoped that it nay be 
possible to prepare generalised maps of Hew South Wales showing 
required storage capacities for different purposes.
d. Economic Design_;f Storages

Various aspects of the eooninic design of small storages 
are under investigation by J,R*Burton in connection with a 
Waster of Engineering Thesis. This includes considerations of 
the value of stored water* relationships between shape* depth* 
storage excavation ratio etc.* and a linear programming technique 
for the optimum design of multi-storage systems of the Water 
Harvesting type.

e. Devices for Pleasuring Runoff
During 1919 Theo.ten Brummelaar* in preparation for an 

undergraduate thesis in the School of Civil Engineering* 
investigated methods of measuring runoff and developed a model 
of an improved measuring weir. Prototype studios of the voir 
are to be made.

2.2 Structural Desig n and Construction of Lou Earth Dams.
A detailed progress report for topics under this heading 

is included with this paper as Appendix G, These topics are 
as follows.
a* Current Bractices

A body of information has been accumulated regarding current



practices in farm dam design, and construction, This includes 
details rotating to state legislation controlling small dam 
construction5 practices of various Government licensing and 
construction authorities; ana methods employed by earthmoving 
contractors and f arner-bui Idcr s.

It is proposed to conduct a questionnaire survey of 
landholders in order to collect further iniormation about sizes 
and types of dams3 methods of construction, costs of construction 
and operation, and performance of dams# A draft questionnaire is 
included with Appendix G#
"b# hosier, and Construction Procedures

The investigation of current practices has revealed that 
whereas adequate design procedures for small earth arms are 
available, it is generally neither economical nor feasible to 
carry out the detailed soil testing and construction control 
testing necessary to the success of these procedures, A similar 
state of affairs exists in the United States, In this regard 
Dr, ferzaghi. has written (Trans,Am,Sc>c,C.E, Vol,CT.i9p3)

thorough compaction is generally considered necessary 
for earth dams of any height,«.. However, the enforcement 
of rigorous wator-content controlon small projects in remote 
districts may be impracticable. If economic or other considerations 
preclude rigorous water content control, the designer is compelled 
to rely on semi—empirical rules. Such rules can be established 
only on the basis of the performance record of earth dams which 
were made of soils with a water-content far above or far below 
the optimum and by correlating the findings with the index 
properties of the construction materials.11

This part of the conservation research programme is, therefore 
concerned with the determination of the index properties of soils 
used in farm dan construction, with the measurement of compaction, 
settlement' and shear strength during and after construct ion} and 
with observations of embankment performance. This is a long term 
project which may continue for some years.



To date the following work has "been carried out -
i# A study of the index properties of hew South kales soils is in

progress, 230 individual tests have so far been conducted on 
90 representative samples.

ii, Failures of small earth dams have "been investigated whereever 
possible1 10 failures have been studied to date.

iii. A co-operative construction study with the Soil Conservation 
Service of 1T.S.W. has commenced, 10 small dams are to be con

structed at Bulga in the Hunter Valley* using a variety of constr
uction methods* and their performance closely observed, 4 dams 
were constructed and detailed testing carried out. These dams 7/ere 
all destroyed shortly after completion* and the project has been 
postponed until the spring of 19-10,

Tentative arrangements have been made with certain earth- 
moving equipment distributors and contractors for the carrying—out
of experimental embankment construction in various parts of HIS,
These experiments have not been commenced because of lack of staff.
C. So lo.dic _3oil_ In vesiigation..

In conjunction with the Soil Conservation Service* a study 
is being made of the engineering properties of a group of soils which 
causes considerable trouble in the Hunter Valley aid the Central 
\7est cl 1T.S.T/. These soils are highly dispersive* and dams constructed 
from them frequently fail by tunnelling. To date* index and compact
ion tests have been carried out on 40 samples provided by the Service*

d. Farm Ham Manual
The study of current practices referred to in item a* 

above has indicated tuat a great deal can be done to improve dam 
construction techniques by simply educating dam-builders in the 
basic principles of soil mechanics and dam building. The author 
has been appalled at the extraordinary misconceptions held quite 
generally by farmers and earthmoving contractors in regard to 
elementary hydrology* hydraulics and soil mechanics.
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At the present time there is no publication Dealing with these 
matters with the exception of the Brit stand handhooh !*TunksinkingM? 
which? whilst in gives excellent information on eartknoving practices? 
is totally inadequate in regard to design principles. It is there
fore proposed to write a manual of farm den "building and design at 
some time in the future.

3• Sealing Farm Bens with Plastic Membranes
A progress report under this heading is included with this 

: racer as Appendix H.
The Oreator part of the rcs.;ar<;h undent Aren in this field 

has been concerned with the application of polythene film? which 
in 1957 appeared to he the only film available in Australia which 
possessed properties suitable for dam sealing. An improved vinyl 
has recently been developed and some tests have been conducted 
on this material.

The mechanical and weathering properties of polythene 
have boon studied. Methods of testing have been investigated 
and some equipment manufactured. Tension? tear strenth and 
bursting strength tests have been conducted on both fresh and 
weathered samples? limited samples having a history of up to 
two years outdoor exposure being available.

A device has been built to determine the resistance of 
films to mechanical damage resulting from theplacing of 
cover material. Tests have boon conducted on various grades 
of polythene and outdoor vinyl.

Specimens of welded and adhesive-sealed joints have been 
obtained and tested. Permeability tests have been conducted 
on unsealed specimens.

Field liner installations in Victoria have been observed 
and the performance of a liner in new South bales was closely 
studied. Movie film records of lining operations have boon made.



*~Tno problems of v;ind damage audits prevention have been 
considered. Some Preliminary research has been conducted to 
develop methods of wind dama o sombrely

2.4 Sealing Farm Dams, — OtherJfothgds\
progress report for topics undv.i this heading is 

included with this paper as Ap: or.dis J. Th so topics are as 
follows,

a. Bentonite
laboratory studies have been undertaken tc determine the 

properties of bentonite and the suitability f various soil 
types for sealing with this material. A field experiment has 
been conducted at Alstonvillo in new South Wales* whore a dsn 
war effectively sealed with a mixed bentonite blanket. Soil 
tests have been carried out in conjunction with a number of 
other p..o'posed field experiments.

b. Sodium Tri-polyphosphate.
Laboratory studies have boon undertaken. A field 

experiment !las been undertaken at iTashdale* Hew South Wales* 
where a small tank has been scaled. Soil tests have been carried 
out in connection with other proposed field trials.

c. Iw.tppenso
Some -consider; .tion has been given to the use of bitumens 

and samifles hav, been obtained for laboratory experiments.

d« Axplosi ve s
The use of explosives in conjunction with bentoix.tes or 

other fine materials is under consiuoration, Liscussions have 
boon hold with explosive manufacturers and tv:o cites for field 
tests have been selected.

2.5 Iliscellaneous Projects
Several miscellaneous projects, each none m o d  with a 

•particular local storage problem* have been undertaken. These



projects o-.ch embrace son- aspect of the over'll research 
programme, end in most oases they have 'boon und'rtahen in 
order to explore this aspect and to provide field experience 
for m ambers 1̂ the conservation toon.
Tho principle ones are as follows*

Puttor Bark, Harden# (The JCing1 s School), design of a 
complex of jsmall storages for irrigation purposes#
Bogan Gates (Hr, W. Davies), Design and construction 
of a largo ring tnnh.
Shooter* s Hills (hr# id.Cotton), Piping through dam 
foundations.
hi soman* s Ferry? (hr# ?• Ho skins) 9 Construction of off— 
stream storage in swamp area.
Bribbarees (hr# V/. Macullun), Tunnelling failures.
Baulkham Hills § (BauUdinm Hills Shire) z Damage to 
roads from farm dam seepage.
Forestry Commission of Her South Deless Sopp.gc in fire— 
fighting storages.

2.6 Future^ Devo 1 opmenjgg. f _Conscrvation Research Progratae.
Host of the projects currently under investigation are 

essentially long term in nature# The research programme musr 
thox of ore continue along the- lines alreaoy osta Dli sued, and 
extension into otln-i- major topics cairnoc Do oxpocto& witrin 
the next fro years#

Some orpansion can, however, ho anticipated in dam 
sealing field, jfuring i960 it is proposed to carry ou.- a 
detailed investigation of polyvinyl chloride film, and to study 
the possible ap; -Ideations of bitumens, explosives and. trace 
stabilising chemicalj oth a than sodium tri-polyphosphate#
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There- are rnary other topics within the conservation 
field which need to oe invostigatcd, most urgent of them 
include%

a. Hydrological design of farm dam spillway

h. Hydraulic design and construction of spillways and 
catch drains,

c* Treatment of small catchments to increase runoff*

d, Uffoots of stabilising trace chemicals on compaction
characteristics cf soils for small dam building.

It is hoped that when funis and research staff become 
available it will be possible to extend the. research programme 
to cover those topics, in the other of priority listed above*

3* ADVISORY SJHVIC5
Apart from straight out research activities, tue Conser

vation group has received many requests for advice from persons 
faced with problems similar to those encountered in the 
research programme* These enquiries come either direct to 
the Civil engineering School or through the office of the 
Executive Director of the enter Research Foundation* They 
are mads by private individuals, commercial undertakings, 
schools, institutions and Government departments. It has 
been the practice to provide assistance whenever possible, 
on the grounds that many of the problems "resented shod light 
on current research •robloms and that this form of service 
is rood public relations for the University and the hater 
Research I*xrnidation.

The standard of assistance provided ranges from a brief 
letter, as in the case of many private individuals, to field 
visits, design or- soil testing, as in the case of certain 
schools and Government departments. In those eases whore 
detailed technical assistance has been provided reciprocal
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advantages* such as exchanges of data* have "been obtained* 
several of these enquiries have groan into special research 
projects.

During the period l>p7 — IS50 arerximateiy 80 requests 
for assistance nave boon dealt with. Details of this service 
are given in the attached Appendix C.

4. PUBLIC RELATIONS

Since 1957 Mr, Burton has "been requested on a number of 
occasions to give talks* radio interviews etc-, * in connection 
with his research activities. In every such case the opportunity 
has been taken to publicise the work of the University and of the 
Uater Research Foundation in the Conservative Engineering field.

A total of 22 addresses* radio talks and television interviews 
has been given since 1957. Details of these public relations 
activities are given in Appendix B of this report.

5. C0-0PERATI0U jlTII OUTSIDE CRGAUISATIOWS
During the period under review many useful contacts have 

been made with outside research organisations and Government 
departments. These organisations have included many Divisions 
of C.S.I.R.O. ? Universities* Departments of Agriculture* 3c5.1 
Conservations authorities* etc. In all cases exchanges of data 
and other research information have been made to a mutual advan
tage. In several instances the liaison has developed to the 
stage where co-operative research projects are being carried out. 
Notable in this regard is the Soil Conservation Service of Rev; 
South Wales* with which th: University is co-operating in 
three joint research projects. Extremely valuable co-operation 
is also maintained with the Form Water Supplies Branch of the 
Water Conservation and Irrigation Commission of How South Wales* 
which has supplied hydrologic data* survey information and 
technical assistance* and whose officers are always ready to 
discuss farm dam research from the practical viewpoint. Special 
mention should also bo made of the assistance provided by the
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How South Wales Department of Apr!culture, the lTe\I South 
Wales forestry Commission, the Veterinary Science School of 
the University of Sydney, and the Agricultural engineering 
School of the University of 'hibourne.

Details of these co-operative inter-departmental activit
ies are given in fvoondix D of this report.

Several couriercial enterprises have also co-operated -will
ingly in the conservation research programmes. Uotahle amongst 
these are I.C.Z.A.D. 3. Ltd. , Albright and “ilson Ltd. , and the 
Standard-Chemical Company, who have freely provided materials, 
technical lata anc. the assistance of technical and re soar ch 
■staff. Details of those firms arc also given in Appendix D.

It should be pointed out that apart from the direct rosearch 
henefits to be-gained from these contacts, a considerable fund of 
goodwill for the University and the Water Research Foundation 
has been built up amongst scientists, engineers and commercial 
ueople who are in a position to influence a large section of the 
population*..
STAFF

!Tho conservation research programme is under the immediate 
direction of Mr• J• Bui’von, ito is a lecturer in civia. ^xgmeer— 
ing at the University of Hew couth bales*

From December iypb to fovtwic-er 19;;> nlJ conserve -xoii 
rosearch activities were undertaken by id. Burton, on a part- 
time basis, with occasional f :* lie. ani l.a,boratory assistance 
provided, over the ‘latter naif of tnis v-encu oy nr. J. Cj.u-.--c, 
laboratory attendant, in the summer c± IfcQ—oc A-roe c giiio~j>» 
in.; students ml on.'ioyod on s, temporary bwsis, did i-i 
February 19^0 a &osearch Fexiow, nr. f. lists, aw* in^od.
At the present time lie is the only iuIj.— oimo cmp.;.'̂  ̂1 v...i;j,ageu 
on conservation research, and the conditions ot hie employment 
are such that he can only be used on Wat or Research Foundation 
tonics. The present staff is nor adequate to expo mi -h 
current re sc x  an pro i^ozsno«
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Except for a period of about nine- months in 1951* when his 

salary was met from Water Research Foundation grants* Mr.Burton 
has "been paid "by the University* Since. 1957 be has carried a 
reduced lecturing load? this has-varied between 3 and 14 hours 
per week and is currently 13 hours per week. He is responsible for 
undergraduate courses in irrigation engineering and construction 
methods and the graduate course ’’Irrigation and Drainage11* which is 
the only graduate course in this field offered in Australia. He 
also takes portions of the graduate courses in hydrology and hydraulic 
design* Other activities outside the conservation research programme 
have included responsibility for the purchase and maintenance of 
hydrologic instruments and the operation of all experimental catchments 
run by the University. During 195&-59 be filmed* edited and produced 
the l6mm. motion film ’’Saving A City from Flood”* which in itself was 
a major undertaking. He has also arranged various displays for fund 
raising purposes for the Water Research Foundation at the Sheep Show 
etc. For these reasons the amount of time he has been able to devote 
to conservation research has been limited.

On 2nd Februaiy i960* Mr. T.R.Fietz was appointed as Research 
ISLlow to work in the conservation field. He is concerned with re~ 
search in the use of plastic membranes and the construction of small 
earth dams* his salary being met from the Water Research Foundation 
grants which cover these topics.

Mr. J.Clark* laboratory attendant* serves principally as field 
assistant. During the past two years be has worked tirelessly and 
enthusiastically* and the progress achieved has been in no small way 
due to his efforts. His salary is paid by the University* and at 
present he. is nominally allocated to the conservation group for half 
his time. % , .

In April i960 Mr. G.Leach* Laboratory Assistant* was temporarily 
allocated to the conservation group on a half time basis. His salary 
is met by the University.

Between November 1959 and February i960 three engineering students 
were temporarily appointed to assist in field and laboratory. The
salaries of these students were met from Research Grants.
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Of tlic fora? persons currently engaged in this research 

programme only one, Hr. Fietz, is a full-time appointment. The 
staff allocated at present is inadequate and a serious ‘bottle
neck exists in the laboratory where routine testing would 
alleviate this situation.

Details of salary commitments are given in Appendix A,

r'li'i Ai'iCE

The conservation msearch programme is financed partly 
by the University3 principally through the payment of salaries 
of research workers, and partly by grants from the Water Research 
Foundation of Australia and the Rural Credits Development; Fund 
of the Commonwealtli lank.

There are three annual grants, as follows*
i. Water Research Foundations "Improved Methods for the 

Design and Construction of Small Dams11 s annual grant 
of £1 ,0 0 0 total received to date £3,000.

ii. Water Research Foundations "Use of Plastic iiemcran.es 
for Scaling Farm Dans"? annual grant of £1,000 total 
received to date £3?000.

iii. Rural Credits Funds "Seepage Control in Farm Dams’*s 
annual grant of £1 ,000 total received to date £2,000.

These grants have been used for the purchase of equipment, 
for travelling expenses and for the payment.of salaries. Derailed 
statements of expenditure are included in Appendix A to this report.

Tr. i£. estimated that the University molts approximately 
55 nor cent of the total cost of the research described in this 
report, the Water' Research Foundation 30 per cent,^and^tho Rural 
Credits Fund Ip per cent. Furmor do uails a. -J incj.aâ u. j.n 
Appendix A.
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8. PUBLICATIONS

The following' publications have "been initiated within the 
Conservation Engineering group.
A, Research Bulletins

1* Burton* J .R. ’’Engineering Aspects of ’later Harvesting 
and the Key line Plan;11 Research Bulletin ITo.l. Rater 
Research Foundation of Australia* June 1957

2, Above reprinted with some amendments as Civil Engineering
Publication No, 7* University of Hen South Tales* October 1958*

B, Serai—Technical Articles
1. Burton* J.R. ’’Turkey* s Host Tanks” - The Living Earth*

V, 2 No. 4. 1957
2. Above reprinted as Civil Engineering Publication Ho, 6. 

University of Her; South Wales* Sept. 1957*
3. Burton* J.R. "The-Australian Heartland - A Garden?”.

The Living Earth* V.2.No,4.1957
4. Burton* J.R, ’’Sealing Parra Bams with. Bentonite?" Power 

Fanning V. 69 No.l Jan, i960,

5. Burton* J.R. f;Sealing Farm Dams with Polyphosphate” -
Power Farming V. 69 No. 2. Feb* 19-0,

6. Burton* J.R. ’’Sealing Farm Dans with Polythene Films”
Power Farming V.69 No,3. march 1900.

7. Burton* J.R. ’’The water Research Foundation of Australia”?
Wool Technology and Sheep Breeding* Vol.5 No.1.1958

8. Burton* J.R. ”Uater for the Inland - A review of the
Bradfield Plan”? Accepted for publication as Report No.2. 
by the Water Research Foundation of Australia,



■1* Quail, C.H, — ”HydroIogic Design of Farm Ponds” 
(Litorature Survey) School of Civil Engineering, 
University of Nov South Males, 1957*

2. Ton Brumnelaar, Theo. - nA Study of Devices for 
Measuring Runoff from Small Rural Areas”. School 
of Civil Engineering, University of Rev/ South Males,I960

1. fUJater Research and Australia1s Future” - Muster 
20 May 1958

2* rtBig Water Problem” - Daily Mirror Sue-Clement,
30 Jan. 1959o

9. CONCLUSION
Since 1957 the School of Civil Engineering of the Univer

sity of New South Males has engaged in research in Conservation 
Engineering. At the present time the annual expenditure on this 
research is of the order of £6,000,

The research programme covers three maoor topics5 the 
hydrologic and economic design of small storage reservoirs, 
the structural design and construction of small earth dans, and 
the control of seepage from farm dams. Much of this work is of a 
long-term nature, involving the collection of hydrologic data or 
field observations of the performance of dans and storages#
Much useful information has already "been obtained, however, 
notably in the field of dam seepage control,

A feature of the research programme has boon the liaison 
which has been established between the University and other 
research bodies from all parts of Australia, many of whom arc now 
co-operating in joint research projects.

A valuable by-product has been the publicity afforded the



IT#
University and the Water He search. Foundation in the course 
of this research# Through radio talks and addresses? publicat— 
ions? an advisory service and by personal contact v:*ith scientists? 
engineers? farmers? graziers? business men and private citizens 
from all ever Australia? the conservation group has done a great 
deal to foster an interest in water research and to enlist financ
ial support for the Water Research Foundation of Australia#

It is anticipated that the research programme will develop 
along the broad lines already established? most of the existing 
projects being essentially of a long-term nature# Expansion may 
bo expected in the dam sealing field? whore it is proposed to 
investigate techniques for seepage control using bitumens? 
explosives and stablising chemicals during: the coming your.
If and when funds and staff become available it is hoped that 
the research programme will extend into the field of hydrologic 
design of small spillways? hydraulic design of spillways and 
catch drains? catchment treatment? and the use ox trace chemicals 
for improving the mechanical properties of dam building soils#

Comprehensive research publications in the fields currently 
under investigation cannot be expected during 1>-5C. Research 
reports dealing with the uses of polythene film? bentonite clays 
and sodium tripolyphcsphaie for seepage control should be avail
able in 1961.

J#R. Burton? 
June I960.>11 tm am e— » HI II »■ #1111 JMI . maem
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A. GSIffiRAI

The conservation rosearch programme is financed from 
three sourcess-

(a) General University Funds
(b) Water Research Foundation cf Australia benefactions
(c) Rural Credits Development Fond benefaction.

Details of those sources are as follows8- 

1♦ Water Research Foundation

(i) Water Research Foundation — Commonv/ealth Dank Grants 
topic, “Improved Hothods of Design and Construction 
of Small Dams Under Australian Conditions"* annual 
.grant of £1,000$ first grant dated December 19p6s 
total grant to dato 13,000.

The money from this grant is used for purchase of equipment, 
for travelling expenses, and for salary payments. Salaries 
paid from this grant have boon for temporary laboratory assistance 
and part of stipend of Research Follow T.R. Fierz.

(ii) Water Research Foundation - I.C.I.A.Ii.Z. Grant$ 
topic, "The Use of Polythene and Polyvinyl Chloride 
Membranes in the Construction oi Waterproof Dams" 5 
annual grant of £1,000 first granted dated December 
1956| total grant to date £3,000.

The money from this grant has been used for purchase of 
equipment, for travelling expenses, and for salary payments, 
including temporary laboratory assistance and part of stipend 
of Research Felloe' T.R.Fiotz.
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2, Rural Credits Development Fund,
Topic* "Seepage Control in Farm Bams"! annual grant of 
£1,0001*first granted date November 1955? total grant to 
da,te £2*000*

The money from this grant has been used for the purchase 
ox equipment* for -travelling expenses and for salaries of 
temporary laboratory assistants*

5 • Univoi*sity of hew South 7Jales,

It is difficult to assess the extent to which the 
University financially supports the conservation research 
programme* The following points should he noteds-

Thu University pays the salaries of J, Burton* lecturer,
J* Clark, laboratory attendant and G. Leach laboratory 
assistant! a total of about £p*000 per annum* of which half 
is chargeable to oensorvation research*

The University has provided a vehicle for a mobile 
laboratory. The cost to the University of repairing and 
fitting out this vehicle was about £500f maintenance costs are 
met by the University.

Certain hydrologio instruments or. experimental catch
ments* and survey instruments used for research purposes* are 
the property of the University,

Other University staff assist in hydrologic data collection! 
in repair .and maintenance of instruments5 in survey, photography* 
soil testing* workshop etc.

It is estimated that the Univ rsity financially supports 
the conservation research programme tu the extent of about 55 
per cent of total cost! and the Rural Credits Fund, about Ip per 
cent.
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B. FIIIA3JCIAL SELffUS OF l^S^iaCH Okx^S AS AT 31st.

1* H?3Q§. ~̂a^ r Research Foundation Grant? /Wmproved Methods 
for BAS.igyi._of Far1;? .Baas“

Balance as at 31.1.60 £1,133,10* 7
Less Coniaitmonts_ s
Salary - S,Hahalingham)

T.R.Fietz ) £737
Orders placed 10 837. C'» 0

Unc omit ted 31.1.60 £__ 301,10, _7L

2* 0.307. Water Research Foundation Grant 
MP1 asti c Membrane srf

Balance as at 31.1*60 £15681,17.11.
Less Commitments
Salary - French)

Hall }
Fiotz ) £749

Orders Placed I9Q63.. 0. , _0,
Uncommitted 31.1.60 _£ 618,17,11

3,0,809 Rural Credits Grant; “Dam Sealing"
Balance as at 11,1,60 £15 278,14# 8

Less C omit merit a
Salary - French)

Hall ) £ 50
Orders placed 70 __ 420, 0, 0

Unconimitted 31.1.60 £1,138,14. 3
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h.B. £1,000 grant received ITnvenber 1339 j to do used for 
equipment, as fo11oust—

Instrumsnts for measuring depths of water Z.̂ 00 
Rainfall Measuring equipment 200
Laboratory and Field permeability

measurements 300£1000

Motes Mahalinghan, French and Hall rero temporary student 
appointments over 1939-60 long vacation period.



3« WATER RESEARCH FOUWDATIOW u? AUSTRALIA ~ BADE GRADT.

IMPROVED METHODS * ? DESIGN APED OODETRUCTIOP' OF SHALL DAEIS^DxfricvSr ■• —  • —  •

AGGREGATE STATl̂ ni-iT - 
26TH DECEI3ER 1956 to jlST DECSZPBER Ip59

(pROJE1

1, RECEIPTS
Grants? December 1956 

July 195S 
IToveraber 1939

£1,000. C. 0 
1,000. 0. 0 
1,000. CjJD 03,000. 0. 0

2. PAYK2RTS
Salaries etc. 
Travelling Expenses 
Materials

925. 7. 2 
176.10. 4
6SA. S. 7

BALAHAjS unexpended. 31st December 13o9*^l?2A0.l6.ll.
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WATER RFS-IARCH FOUNDATION 0? AUSTRALIA .• I.C.I.A.N.Z. GRAM1

TIT- USB OF P0LYTH23S AND PQIYYIHIL CHICAIDF IXZmUJ&S 
HI THU CONSTRUCTION OF FAT'.TtFRCOF RiOiS

FRQJFCT 0,607

1, liFOZCPTS
Grants; December 195^ £1,000, 0, 0

July 1958 1,000. 0. 0
November 1959 1,000. 0. 0 £3,000, 0, 0

2, T ±S'£l.u-ijy± S
Salaries etc# 989* S* T*
Travelling Fxpeases 92# 8, 3
materials and Fiquipncnt 170.11. 3 1,252. 9# 1
BALASC3 unexpended 31st December 1959 £1,747.10.11



RURAL CREDITS DBVHLOPiLirT FUgD -  I M I ,  GRA1TT 

SEEPAGE CQl»:OL I 1T FARM LiiMS.

AGGREGATE SLU T^IU T 11TE M EMBER to  
*"31 ST LECSL1BER 1959

K3CEIPTS
Grantss Uovcc-bcr 1958 £1,000, O, 0

December 1959 19000» 0. 0 £2,t)00« 0, 0

PATMEUTS
Salaries 112,13* 1
‘Travail inc Expenses 119* 0* 7
Materials and Equipment .... 4Q9_*11^.

BALANCE unexpended at 31st
December 1959 ~ £1,358.14. 7
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APPBBDIX B - PUBLIC RELATIONS

Since 1957 many talks, "broadcasts etc* have "been made in 
connection with the conservation research 'programme and the 
activities of the Water PlCsearch Foundation*
~ This has resulted in the establishment of many useful contacts 
amongst the rural community and has constituted valuable publicity 
for the University and the Foundation. The Executive Director 
of the Foundation has stated that many applications for membership 
have followed these public relations activities. Most of the 
requests for assistance listed in Appendix C were initiated in 
this way#

Several important research projects have developed from 
contacts made with broadcast listeners* Amongst them should 
be mentioned the Junior Farmers co-operation in the HYDRA scheme, 
the polyphosphate sealing experiment at Lashdaie ana most of 
the tunnelling and seepage studies listed in Appendix C#

A total of 26 addresses, radio talks or television interviews 
has been given by Mr. Burton, and two radio interviews by Mr* Fist a* 
In addition, newspaper articles and press releases have been 
issued and many statements made for city ana country press*
Details of these ere as followss-
1, J*R* Burton.

A. Radio Talks
1* 17*5*57. - two recordings for Caterpillar Tractors

programme "Farming to-day"5 topics vere’̂ atar Harvest
ing" and "The TCeylino Plan". Subsequently broadcast 
over 18 commercial stations in F.S.W*



2. 21.3.55 - two recordings for A.B.C. rural programmes! 
topics, "Water Harvesting11 aad"Fars Bari Research"! 
subsequently broadcast over 2CR.

3. 25.11*59 - three recordings for A.3.C. rural programm™ 
ess topics ’H?oIy phosphate Scaling11, "Farm Ban Failures" 
and "Mobile Laboratory of Water Research Foundation". 
Subsequently broadcast over 2CR and some excerpts on 
national programmes.

4# 3.2.60 - recording for "Forming To-day"! topic "Bam
Sealing Research" to be broadcast over 18 stations in
i'i . S S . i .

5. 12.3.60 — recording in Queensland for A.B.C. rural 
programme! discussed experimental catchment at 
Barcaldine — to be broadcast over Queensland Country 
Hour, May i960.

6. 27.4.60 — recording for A.B.C. school broadcast 
"Behind the Hews" re water conservation problems! 
broadcast over 2F0 on 28th April i960

7. 19.5.50 - recording for F.S.A. programme "Farmset 
ITev/s" - re farm dam building! broadcast over eight 
country stations in IT. S.W.

8. 19.5.60 - recording for Wool Bureau re farm dam 
building

Television
1. 3.2.58 - ABUT 2 programme "Focus"! discussing 

groundwater research and foundation activities
2. 12.10.58 - ATIT 7 programme "The Burning Question" 

with Mr. Beale and Mr. Wiesnerf topic "Can Australia 
Get Enough Water."

3. 23.5.59 - Telerecording of ceremony of handing over 
of £5,000 cheque by Premiers ABA 2 and ATIT 7 | 
demonstrated research equipment.
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4. 22,10.59 - ABN 2 telecast from Haniy Laboratory|
discussed mobile laboratory.

C, Addresses
1. 28.8*57 - At Gloucester| Dairy Farmers* Co-op. - 

topic "Sealing Dams with Polythene",
2. 3.9*57 - At Uarrabrif Graziers groups topic "Water 

Re search Foundation**.
3. 23.10.57 — in Sydneys Technical Education Dept. 

Luncheon Clubs topic "VJater Harvesting and ICey line-".
4. 21.3.58 - at Parkes| F.S.A. western Zone 

Conventions topic "Future of Water Harvesting”.
5. I6.5.58 - University of ITeu South Wales, Sheep and 

Wool Schools paper "The Water Research Foundation 
of Australia”,

6. 29.11.58 - at Lismores Forth Cost and Tablelands 
Chambers" of Commerces topic "Supplemental Irrigation 
from Farm Dams".

7. 4.2.60 - at Lov/thers Jubilee Convention, Agricultural 
Bureaus topic "Farm Dam Research".

8. 7.3.60 - In Sydneys Agricultural Engineering Societys 
topic "Dam Sealing Kothods".

9. 30.3.60 - at Bathursts Bathurst District Agricult- 
ural Education Societys topic "Farm Dam Research".

10. 19.5.60 - University of Boy; South Waless Sheep and
Wool Schools paper "Designing and .building a Farm Dam**
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D* Uewpaper Articles etc,
1. "The Rater Research Foundation oi Australia"3 

Rool Technology and Shoopbre o ding5 .Vol. 5#^°* 1»195®
2. f’Rater He search aril Australia* s Future!% Muster,

20th hay 19;0o
3. "Big Rater Problem" Baily Mirror Supplement, 30th 

January 1959*
In addition, statements and press releases have been made 

for city and country press from time to time.

2. T.E.Fiotz
(a) 1st May i960 — 20M honiliquin — "broadcast re 

IFfDHA scheme.
("b) 3rd May IpoO 2 wG •/ugya oroaacast re fîi-'iruA. 

scheme
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J&pimiz Cs ADVISORY SERVICE

IHTRODUCTIOH
Prom time to tine requests for advice arc received from 

individuals, schools, Government departments etc, /ha have 
encountered r>roblems in the conservation engineering field.

These enquiries come either direct to the University 
or through the office of the Executive Director of the later 
Research Foundation of Australia. In the majority of cases 
they have he on forwarded as a direct result of one of our 
radio tALlcs, addresses etc. listed in Appendix B of this report.

Since 1957 a total of approx. 80 enquiries has heen 
answered. In 16 cases the initial enquiry has resulted in a 
research project undertaking.

Brief detals of the individual enquiries and of research 
project developments are given below*
DETAILS OP B j JJIRIBS.

(iJotes Where a narieis underlined it moans that the enquiry 
has developed into a research project. Further details of these 
projects are given at the end of this Appendix).
1* Gcneral Enquiries? Dew South Wales.

F. Hall, Condcboiin Re dam sealing
T. Bridgland, fahmoor 11 pump location, irrigation
Cobar United Services Club M plastic dam lining 
J. Hoskins, Orange M dam sealing
D. Wilson, Warialda " dan sealing
J* S~"lnton,_._Kuln^a _n. _ dam sealing
R„ Littlejohn, Harden 11 hydrologic data
J. Jackson, Invorell " hymrologic data



Rivorina Spraying Service 
P» Cassin? Little hartley 
V. Potts? Ikrriv/a 
K. Craa/ford? Holbrook 
S, Hills? Tottenham 
J« Ri chmoncl , Go o do o ga
H. Truelove, Lidster 
K. Reed, Young 
Fransciscan Nunnery?

Hittagong 
J# Nash? Cudal 
1). Vann? Canberra
S. Plovnaan, Orange 
J* Hearne, Tuena 
J. Reynolds? Cumnock 
K, Neals? Carcoar
S. Hunt? Wagga 
J, Prosser? Brocklesby 
W. Fay? Coora 
L. Hill, Horee 
J. Mackay, Warren
H. Goodaore? Woodstock 
St. Michael* s College, 

Inveralochy
A.C.I. Ltd.? Goff1s Harbour 
L. McIntosh, Blackhoath 
Gardner-Donver Aust.Ltd#

Sydney
D. Winston Smith, inverell
B. Wilson? Burrunbuttock 
J. Whitmill? Gloucester

C. Brown? Dubbo
M. Coles, 3o.ggabri? 
Sub-Normal Children1s 
Welfare Assoc* Penrose 
J. N. Barret, Narrabri 
Theloma Nursery, Yanoo 
King1 s Schools Harden 
King* s School, Bonral 
W. Daviesq Parkes

Ro catchment sealing 
** dam construction 
,f :.’A or testing 
,f plastic dam lining 
M dam sealing 
'* dan sealing 
*' dan sealing 
n hydrologic data
11 dam sealing 
" dan sealing 
,f dam sealing 
" dam sealing 
" of/stream storage 
" dam sealing 
11 dam construction 
" hydro logic data.
11 dam failures 
11 dan construction 
n dam failure 
** dam failures 
11 vator harvesting
,f dam scaling 
lf dam sealing 
11r piasti c membrane s
11 plastic lining 
11 plastic dam lining 
!T dam sealing 
!l dan sealing 
” iy drologic data 
M dan construction
>T dam design
” turkey* s nest construction 
" dam sealing 
^ d.rg dprdgi 
11 den construction 
H turkey? s nest tank constr* 
11 dt m sealing
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Z*. H°^ins_3_ Wisemans Ferry 
M. Cotton? Shooter*s Hill 
7»". HoCnlluin? Bribbaree 
17. Vile9 Branxton 
Baulk ham Hills Shire 

Council

Ho dam construction 
n wining failure 
J L funnelling failure 
" dam failures

seepage problems

2• General Enquiries? Interstate
K. Stewart? Sea Lake? Victoria
H. Lloyd-Jones? Port Augusta S< 
G. Brown? Rosewood; Q*
We 1 cli-Perrin? Melbourne 
G. Bremner? Mary bo rough? Q.
3.H.P. Why all a? S.A.
G. Bourne? Barcaldine,

Re dam sealing 
water drilling 
water harvesting 
dam construction 
dam construction 
polythene lining 

1 hydrologic data collection

3* General Enquiries.
C. Hobson? Virginia? U.S.A.
Go Broomell? California? U.S.A. 
Gering Product s? Hew Jersey?U.S.A. 
Falco Plastics? California? U.S.Ao 
J. Wardell? Lake Pakaki? K, E.
R. Kerr? Vila? Hew Hebrides

ReIT
II
!!
II
It

plastic membranes
it it

4. Government Departments etc.
Water Conservation and Irrigation Frequent enquiries re dam

problems. General co-operation 
in field studies.

Commission? U.S.7/,

Soil Conservation Service?A.5.17.

Forestry Commission? H. S.17. 
Agriculture Department. U.S.17.

Enquiries re dam sealing? 
tunnelling soils? general 
cc— operation. Two co-oper
ative research projects.
Several enquiries re dam 
sealing.
Re dan sealing
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Agriculture Department, Vic. Re dam sealing
Agriculture Department, S.A. t! dam sealing
Agriculture Department, V;.A, ft •lam sealing-
C.S.I.R.Q. Divn.Industrial
Chemistry, Melbourne I! dam sealing

C.S.I.R.O. Divn. Soil Physics, 
Adelaide 11 dam sealing

CoS.I.RoO. Dim.Land Research, 
Canberra II dam sealing

Sta/te Rivers and Water Supply, 
Victoria.

It dam and chan 
sealing

University of Melbourne tl dam sealing
University of Sydney It dam sealing

RESEARCH PROJECTS.
The underlined enquiries have developed into researor. 

projects. Details are as followss-
(a) Svdnton, Kulnuras Proposed dan sealing experiment -

Bentonite
(h) Sub-normal Childrens Dam design completed, project

discontinue &•
(c) King's Schools Design of irrigation systems instruments 

installed5 survey carried out.
(d) Davies? Parkess Turkey's Pest dams soil survey, contour 

survey, preliminary design completed.
(e) Williams, Hashdales Dam sealing experiment carried outs 

see Appendix J.
(f) Hoskins, Wiseman's Ferry? Dam construction in suaaps 

contour survey and soils survey carried out.
(g) Cotton, Shooter's Hills' Piping failures some- soil testing.
(h) McCallum, Bribbaree g tunnelling failure study s soil tests 

etc. carried outs see Appendix G.
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Vile, Branxtons Tunnelling failures § see Appendix G
Baulidiam Hills Shires seepage problems? proposed 
explosives sealing experiment*
Bournes Barcaidines Uxporinontal catchment installed! 
soo Appendix Si*
Soil Conservation Services co-operative research 
project in tunnelling soil problem? also dam constr
uction studies? see Appendix G.
Forestry Commissions Too dam sealing experiments? 
see Appendix J.
Agriculture Department, IT. SAT. s dam sealing experiment 
completed (Alstcnville, B.S.W.) see Appendix J*
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During the poriod under review many contacts have "boon 
established with research organisations and Government depart
ments, In all cases useful exchanges of research information 
have heen made and a number of co-operative research projects 
has been undertaken*

Details of these co-operative activities arc as follows*—
A* C. S,I,R,0,

1* Division of Soils; exchange of data re dan construction*
2, Division of Industrial Chemistry5 exchange of data

re plastic membrane testing! supply of seepage measure
ment figures from Guyon tank,

3, Division of Soil Physics* Waite Institute; exchange 
of data re dam sealing,

4, Division of Land Research and Regional Survey; exchange 
of data re dam sealing,

5, Irrigation Research Station* Griffith; exchange of data 
re seepage control; Station has offered to conduct 
plastic weathering tests,

6, Irrigation Research Station* Morbcin; exchange of data 
ro seepage conrrol* scej age tuOt̂ sur omcnts,
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3. _Urii_vn_rsitios_
1. Melbourne Ibiivoxsity, Agriculture Angina or ins Dept, s 

exchange of data ro hydrology, dan sealing, dam constr
ue tion| goneral co-cp m  tion.

2, Sydney University, Soil Physics Dept? exchange of data 
re seepage control.

3# Sydney University, Vet.Science Schools exchange of 
data| co-operative hydrologic data collection.

4» University of 77,A. % exchange of data.
p. University of ilea/ Zealand? exchange of data re 

dan sealing,

C„ Government Departments
1. Uater Conservation and Irrigation Comission, IT. S.77. s- 

general co-oper atior. in all research activities.
Comic^ion has provided data, survey information, 
hydrologic equipment.

2. Soil Conservation Service of IT. S.77. - general co
operation, exchange of data re soil testing, hydrology. 
Co-operative hyorolcgic data collections co-operative 
study of solodio soils| co-operative study of constr
uction toclmicues.

3. hogartncnt of Agriculture, 17. S.77, - co-operative 
seepage control experiment at Alstonville.

4. Forestry Commission, U.S../. — exchange cf a<itaj 
co—operative seepage control experiments at grange, 
Tumut, flue Fountains.

5. Education Department, U.S.". ? - IIYTdA scheme, all 
Junior Farmer activities in relation to HYDRA 
organised oy vo 'artment.
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6, Department of Public Works* IT.S.W. s - exchange of
data re soil testing* dor, construction! use of equipment.

7. Soil Censorvation Authority* Victorias exchange of data 
re hydrology* lam construction* Authority has supplied 
runoff data*

8* State Rivers and Water Supply Commission* Victorias— 
general co-operation! exchange of data re dam sealing*

9* Department of Agriculture* Victoria! exchange of data 
re dam sealing! co-operation in sealing equipment at 
Silvan*

10* Department of Agriculture* S.A. — exchange of data 
re dam sealing! supply of hyci.rologic data#

11* Department of Agriculture* W.A.s - exchange of data 
to dam sealing#

12. Department of Agriculture, Tasmania? - exchange of data.
13. Rivers and Water Supply Commission* Tasmania? - exchange 

of data.
14. Soil Conservation Service* Queensland? - exchange of 

data* proposed co-operative experimental carchnents*

D. Commercial Bnterprisos
The following firms have provided materials or oouipment and 

made available the services of research staff.
1. Standard Chemical Co. •
2. Albright and Wilson
3. Shell Co.
4. Hobel!s Bxplosives
5. I.C.I, A.fS.3. jmd, *
6. Moulded Products Ltd. ■
7. Freydis Ltd.*
8. William Adams Tractors 

dam construction.

Re bentonite sealing 
Re polyphosphate sealing 
Re bitumen sealing 
Re explosive sealing 
Re plastic membrane sealing 
Re plastic membrane sealing. 
Re plastic membrane seeling, 

and Caterpillar Tractors - re



9# Britstand Ltd.9 - T?0 dam conn yi’uot i on
10. Le Toumcau. Ltd. s - Ho aam •construction
li. ĥô sltrav.tion Ltd.} - F:g d m ccHot ruot i on
12. if • A. jfc onions a’Cj- iiLvi# “ Ho ,i,__' LHL; construction
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HYDROLOGIC AND ECONOMIC DESIGN OF SMALL STORAGES. 
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Existing Hydrologic Data for Farm Reservoir Design.
Extension of Existing Data Collection Facilities — 
the Hydra Scheme.
The estimation of catchment yield.
The estimation of reservoir capacity.
Economics of Water Storage.
Multi-Storage Projects.
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1# INTRODUCTION

The hydrologic design of a small storage reservoir intended for farm water 
conservation purposes involves the consideration of three factors 5 the volume of 
storage needed to meet the required demand conditions, the area of catchment 
needed to fill this storage and the spillway capacity required to protect it. 
Economic design relates these factors to capital and operating costs and likely 
returns from the water used, and involvos some consideration of allowable failure 
frequencies, storage—excavation ratios, watershed areas irrigated area ratios, 
reservoir losses and operating procedures.

A farm reservoir has obviously failed when it empties because of breaching 
of the embankment. Less obvious, but far more numerous, are the partial 
failures resulting from inadequate capacity, unsatisfactory catchment, poor 
siting or excessive seepage and evaporation losses. A reservoir can be classed 
as an economic failure when it doos not yield a maximum utilisation of water 
for a given expenditure. An unduly high proportion of farm dams in Australia 
to-day are economic failures in somo degree*

The immediate blame for this high failure rate can be laid at the door 
of the designer or dambuilder, who is more concerned with building an embank
ment than forming a reservoir and considers a favourable storage—oxcavati011 
ratio or a high catchment yield as something in the nature of an act of God.
The fault is not entirely his, however, for he is handicapped by a lack of 
design data and a complete absence of established design procedures. It is 
the purpose of this research programme to provide such information.
2. THE PROBLEM

Hydrologic design of a small reservoir involves two distince problems5 
the estimation of spillway capacity and the determination of storage volume.

Research conducted overseas (1,2,3) and more recently in Australia (4) 
has shown that more failures of low earth embankments are caused by overtopping 
due to inadequate spillway capacity than by any other factor. At the same time, 
however, reasonably adequate design procedures are available for the determination 
of spillway flood flows (5,6), these procedures being handicapped chiefly by a 
paucity of data relating to loss rates and timos of concentration. The use of 
conservative values for these doubtful data results in a design which is safe, 
if not altogether economical, and this problem has therefore been considered as 
secondary to the largely neglected question of storage design*

A study made by Quah (7) in 1956 revealed that most of the literature re
lating to the hydrologic design of farm ponds or reservoirs is concerned witĥ  
the estimation of spillway capacity, and that little consideration has been given 
to the questions of catchment yield and reservoir capacity* Some -American 
engineers, notably with the Soil Conservation Service, have developed storage 
design data (8,9*10) but those in general apply to specific districts of the 
United States and are not directly applicable to Australian conditions. Current 
research in tho U.S.A. (ll) is concerned with the collection of runoff data 
from small rural catchments and with methods for tho estimation 01 catchment 
yield, but tho mâ jor emphasis continues to be placed on the design flood problem.

Xn 1957 the writer suggested procedures for the design and operation of 
supplemental irrigation storages in the first Resoarcr Bulletin of the Water



Research Foundation (12). Those procedures, like the American ones on which 
ey were partly founaed, depended upon data relating to catchment yield and 

water use which were then, as now, not readily available* They have formed the 
asis of tiio present research programme which has been principally concerned wit 
data collection and with techniques for the estimation of runoff volumes.

The current research programme has involved a consideration of the following topicss-

1. An evaluation of hydrologic records already available from small 
experimental catchments in Australia.

2. The establishment of a network of experimental catchments to supplement 
the very scanty runoff data already available.

3* The instrumentation of a network of farm dams to collect data relating
to water use, evapo—seepage losses and reservoir operation.

4* ’The development of methods for estimating catchment yield in the absence 
of long-term runoff records.

5* Further development of the storage design procedures put forward by the
writer in Bulletin No,i of the Water Research Foundation*

6. A study of the economics of farm water storage in relation to reservoir
design and operation.

7* Extension of the storage design procedures to cover special problems
associs/ted with the design and operation of multi—storage projects of 
the Water Harvesting tjpo.
The remainder of this report deals with progress under the above headings*
At this juncture it should be emphasised that, whilst work of a somewhat 

similar nature is being undertaken in the United States, this does not render 
the University of Wow South Wales programme redundant. In the first place, 
the collection of hydrologic data from specific areas, to be used for the design 
of small dams within those areas, is essential, no matter what design techniques 
are employed, and the bulk of the American research is concerned primarily with 
this phase of the problem* In the second place, the best techniques for es
timating yield from small ephemeral catchments would appear to depend upon a simi 
empirical approach, requiring the development of coefficients for particular 
districts and climatic conditions. In the third place, American work on storage 
design procedures appears to be very restricted and not so generally applicable 
as that being conducted within the University of New South ¥ales. There is, 
therefore, ample justification for an extensive Australian research programme 
in this field,
3. EXISTING HYDROIOCUC BATA FOR FARM RESERVOIR DESIGN.

To determine the volume of storage required in a small reservoir it is 
necessary to have data about the volume of runoff to be expected ffom time to 
time from the catchment area. For preference those data should be in the form of 
tabulated monthly runoff volumes over a period of 20 years or mores at the very
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loast, the average annual runoff and the minimum annual runoff to bo expected 
with a given frequency should be known.

It is desirable that design runoff data bo obtained from a small gauged 
catchment which is hydrologically similar to tlio catchment on which the proposed 
dam is to be sited, Tiber© such data are not available runoff figures must be 
synthosisod from rainfall records.

The first stage of this research programme has therefore boon to evaluate 
the hydrologic data already available from small rur?.l catchments in Australia, 
having regard to thoir suitability for the design of small storage reservoirs.

Farm reservoirs are located on rural catchments which range in area from 
less than 10 acres to several hundred acres. These are generally ophoneral 
catchments which yield runoff only as surface flew from storm rainfall, and 
periods of -up to two years and longer may elapse without appreciable] inflow to 
the reservoir, Eydrographc of runoff from such catchments differ in nature 
from the hydrographs of small streams, where groundwater flow may make appreciable 
contributions to annual runoff. Struamflow records are therefore not entirely 
suitable for tho design of farm reservoirs, strictly valid runoff data coming 
only from experimental catchment ares.:; similar in size and nature to the farm 
reservoir catchment.

It is considered desirable that a catchment area providing data for farm 
dam design should have the following general charactoristiess-
(a) The catchment should be representative of a considerable surrounding 

agricultural area.
(b) The area of the catchment should be less than one square mile.
(c) Any watercourse on the catchment should bo non-peronnial,
(d) At loast 10 years of reliable runoff data should bo available.

The investigation has revealed that there are no catchment areas in 
Australia which meet all those requirements5 it may, in fact, be categorically 
stated that there are no catchment yield data available in this country which 
might be directly applied to the hydrologic design of small storage reservoirs.

There is, however, a small number of catchment areas which have provided 
data which might be suitable for research purposes, e.g., checking techniques 
for estimating runoff from rainfall. The investigation therefore continued 
by looking at these catchmonts and selecting suitable ones for catchment yield 
research.

It was considered that all gauged rural catchments having total areas of 
loss than 10 square miles would merit investigation.

These catchmonts fall into throo main groups, Those cl a? O y firstly, small-area 
runoff plots on soil conservation research stations, having in general an aroa of 
about one thirtieth acre5 secondly, small experimental catchments, set up



* . s-5spGCifically for research, into runoff rates, rainfall—runoff relationships etc. 
which generally range in area from a few acres to ah out 2,000 acres § and 
thirdly, streamflow stations on small streams, ranging in area up to 10 square 
miles, wnioh havo boon established by streamgauging authorities to collect data 
for the design of hydraulic structures and floe, < control works.

A survey of all Australian catchments falling witJiin those groups has been 
made and the results of this survey are presented in Tables 1,2 and 3. This 
survey m s  based on information available in Sydney, euor-1 orient od by visits to 
other states and correspondence with recording authorities, and is considered, 
to be comprehensive. It is however, to be supplemented by a written survey now 
being circulated to all stroamgauging authorities in Australia.

TABLE I - GAQGEB RUN0FF-PL0TS IN AUSTRALIA.

STATE OP. RAPING 
AUTHORITY

LOCATION BETAILS

N*S„W. Soil Conservation 
Service

Wagga Wagga 
Cowra
Wellington
G'onnedah
Inverell

l/3Qth acre plots? runoff 
and soil loss measured 
generally under various 
phases of wheat rotation 
or permanent pasture.
12 yrs. of record avail
able from most stations.

Vic Soil
Soil Conversation 
authority

Parwan Understood some plots 
operating; details not 
known. Period of record 
loss than 5 years.

Q’ land Dept • of Ap.rioulture- 
Soil Conservation Branch

Barling
Bowns

Plots proposed? none yet 
installed.

S.A. Nil - Some plots proposed.
Tas.
N .T . Nil
¥. A.



Tabic I shows brief details of runoff plots in Australia, Records of 
useful length are available only from the plots of the Soil Conservation 
Services of N.SiW., which are located in the wheat belt of th/at State#
Although the small size of these plots raises doubt of their suitability for 
dam design purposes, the fact that they m. asur .* surface runoff only makes them 
particularly useful for research purposes. Periods of record of up to 12 
years are available and comprehensive records of cover conditions, soil moisture 
etc. have been kept, a;: well as daily rainfalls, daily runoff totals and 
evaporation data. Some prcliiainr1 ry analyses have- r>‘>on mad ? by officers of the 
Service (13, 14, 15) and a detailed study of the records from Wellington station 
has recently been made by Logan (16). All records hive boon made available to 
the University and 0, study of yield coeffici >nts and other factors is now being 
undertaken for the Tvagga plots. The remaining stations will be treated in the 
same my, (See Section 5? "The Estimation of Catchment Yield”).

Table 2 shows details of all rural experimental catchments in Australia, 
an experimental catchment being defined as a small area equipped with a con
tinuous runoff recording device and pluviometer and intended to collect data 
for research purposes.

Of the 40 catchments listed in this Table, only 2, the adjacent 20 acre 
catchments at Wagga, have records for a period as long as 8 years § the 
group of 7 at Parwan, Victoria, has records for 5 years, and none of the others 
has records any longer than throe years.

Rone of these catchments provides data suitable for design purposes.
The ¥agga and Parwan groups have records of sufficient duration to be o f  
value for research purposes, particularly in checking yield estimation pro
cedures against measured runoff. Hydrographs and hyetographs from Wagga f o r  
the period 1952 to 1959 Have been made available to the University and methods 
of yield estimation are now being studied with those records (see Section 5)*
The Parwan records have been analysed by the Victorian authority and some 
wator balance studios have boon undertaken (17)*

Of the remaining catchments there are six on which the University of 
N.S.W. operates instruments, and hence has ready access to records, which have 
been in operation for up to three years. These comprise the catchments at 
Eadgery’s Creek, Mt. Vernon, Buttai and Scone. Whilst not suitable for 
checking yield estimations based on monthly rainfall records, they may provide 
useful data for a "storm runoff" approach. Data analyses have therefore been 
undertaken by the University and a^stucy of empirical rainfall-runoff relation
ships is in hand.



TABLE 2? EXP'SSIiCTTAL CATCHMENT AREAS If AUSTRALIA

Statei Oporating 
Authority

Location
of

Catchment
Area Details of 

Catchment
Instrumentation Period 

of Record 
Available

Suitability 
for Research 
Programme

M.S.'Sh Univ.
h .s .w .

Badgery!s 
Crook

15 ac. Clay Soils mod. 
slopes native 
grass cover 
Av.P 28 inches

Parshall flume -with L.S. 
Recorder. Mort pluviometer. 
Daily gauge. DSIR intensity 
recorder. Aust, and U.S. 
evaporimot ors. Infiltro- 
meter studies available.

3 yrs. Useful - under 
inve st i gat i on, 
records analysed 
by University.

■ti til Mi. Vernon 173 ac. Steeps native 
grasses and light 
timbers clay and 
shales
Av.P 28 inches

Bristol roc order in -water 
course. Casolla Pluvio
meter, daily gauge.

2 yrs. Useful - under 
investigation, 
records analysed 
by University,

it tl Putter
Park

•g- sq.mile Steep granite 
countrys light 
timber? heavy native 
grass cover.
Av. P 25 inches.

-Bristol recorder in -water
course - not yet gauged. 
Mort pluviometer, daily 
gauges.

2 yrs. Of no use until 
fully gauged.
Set up for dam 
design purposes.

It It Putt S3? Pk. 
Harden nJL n tiI2 CIO. ClO. do. do. 2 yrs. do. do.

1! 11 Parramatta 1300 ao.
1300 aG.

Mod,slopes, timber 
and grasses, some 
buildings,, some mar 
off# Sandstone
country. Av. P 34 i

Bristol recorder in water
course - not yet gauged, 

l~ Mort pluviometer.
us*

Installed
I960

Ho records yet 
available? set 
up for dam 
design purposes.

So As _ Hunter 
Valley 
Res. Found
ation 
(Uel.Univ 
Coll.)

Buttai 
(Hunter 
- Valley)
O -

210 ae. Mod. slopes, pastur 
and some bush cover 
Clay soil.
Av* P. 25 ins.

?q V—notch weir - L.S. Fleat 
?* recorder $ duples with

pluviometer included. Also 
Mort pluviometer, D.S.l.R. 
intensity recorder, daily 
gauge. Evaporimeter and 
lysimeter. Soil moisture

3 yrs.

Reliability of 
records doubt
ful.



TABLE 2 ?cont!d.) EXPSMICTTilL CATCBOITS IN AUSTRALIA

State (>: ̂ rating Location
Authority of

Catchment

N.S.U, Soil Cons. Uagga
Service

Area Details of 
Catchment

Instrumentation

Scone

Scene

Scone

Anverell

Cowra

Period 
of Record 
Available

18 ac„ Med*slopessskeletal 
and red brown soils? 
-natural pasture.
Av. P •«= 21 ins.

18J- ac. Mod. slopes skeletal 
and red brown soilss 
improved pasture, 
pasture furrowed 
Av. F = 21 ins.

600 ac. Steep to med. slopes 
pasture covers con- 
serration works on 
eatohment.

' Av.P » 24 ins .

400 ac. Stoops granite soils 
native pasture covers 
Av. P - 24 ins.

40 ac. as above - adjacent 
catchment

200 ac. Runoff from research 
stations various forms 
of treatment 
Av. P = 29 ins*

•200 ac., do#
Av, E. = 22 ins.

E Plumes electric L.S. 
float recorder, pomerine 
wheel soil sampling box. 
Pluviometer distant l/3 ml.
H. Plumes S.C.S. pattern 
float recorder. Pluviometer 
on catchment, also met. 
station.

Rectangular weir? S.C.S. 
pattern float recorders 
Mort pluviometer on 
catchment, Negretti Zambra 
tipping bucket near weir.
Met. station nearby.
H flumes S.C.S. pattern float 
recorders remote pluviometers 
Mort on catchment.
as above, catchment 
Mort serves both areas
Rect. weir, S.C.S, pattern 
float recorders pluviometer 
and mot, station.

do.

8 yrs.

Not
known

18 months

18 months

18 months
Installed

Suitability 
for Research 
Programme
appoar suitable 
roc oris available, 
some analysis 
completed.
Records very 
doubti'ul, serious 
silting of weir.

Suitable, but 
period very short.
Records analysed 
by University 
which owns 
Mort pluviometers.

Installed

No useful records

No useful records



TABLE '2 (cont!d,) EXPERIMENTAL CATCHMENTS IN AUSTRALIA

State" Operating.
Authority

Location of 
Catchment

Details of 
Ar0a Catchment Instrumentation Period of

Record
Available

Suitability 
for Research 
Programme

1S.S-.W# S « M oB.o , A • Snowy
Mountains

8 catchments ranging from 
50 ac# to 1 sq., miles all 
above 5?000 ft, - all 
snow-covered part of year

All equipped with V 
woirs and type F 
Leupold Stevens 
Stage recorders

4 yrs,
Not suitable 
due to snow, 
soil and cover 
conditions

Q,1 land University
of

Barcaldine 100 ac. Black soil, downs- 
type topography, 
Mitchell grass 
cover, Av,P=20 ins.

V-notch weir, Ingram 
float recorder,
Mort pluviometer

Installed
I960

Lo records 
yet available#

Vic, Soil Cons, 
Authority

Parwan (near 200 ac. (Solod soilssvary- 
Bacchus Marsh) (ing grass covers 
Marsh)• 6 catch- (moderate slopes#

monts of (6 small catchments 
4 acres (located within the 

(large one and sub
jected to various 
(forms of treatment.

Each catchment has H 
flume with Ingram 
float recorders no 
details of 200 ac, 
outflow measurements 
one Negrotti Zambra 
pluviometer in centre 
of area# Soil moisture 
measurement and met, 
instruments.

5 yrs.
Only useful 
catchments in 
Victorias 
Some analysis 
and research 
conducted 
by Authority,

Stewart1s 
Greek 10-65 ac* 5 small catchments 

in undulating to 
hilly timbered 
country, with clay 
loam soils#
Av, P= 40 ins#

All catchments have 
II, flumes with A 35 
L and S recorders, 
Mort pluviometer. 
Soil moisture and 
met# instruments.

6 months Length of 
record 
as yet too 
short#
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T&BL3 -2 (cont1 d) SXE^M^NTAL GATOHM3HTS IN AUSTRALIA

State Operating
Authority

Location
of

Catchment

Area I 
: i
Details of 
Hatchment

Instrumentati on Period 
of Record 
Available

Suitability 
for Research 
Programme

S. A. Dept, of 
Agriculture 
(Soil Cons# 
Section)

Barossa
Valley

2 adjacent 
catclimonts 
having area 
about 25 
acres each

Not known H flumes - Ingram stage 
recorders, one 
pluviometer

2 yrs. Period of 
record 
too short.

ViA. Public Works 
Dept,

Bolganup
Creek
Warrogin
Boar Drain

1100 ac# 
50 ” 

1000 «

Not known
Hoad catchment
Not known - may 
urban drainage

Pluviometer and gauging stn# 
Pluviometer, runoff measurement 
be

Pluviometer and gauging stn.

not known
M ft  

f t  It

doubtful 
suitable 
only special
ised casos.
Doubtful

Tas# Nil



TABLE 3 -  SMALL 
(L3S3

E . l l
gauged c A a w ia ra n s  i n  a u s t p a l ia
THAN 10 SQ. K IH S )

S t a t e
T o t a l  Mo. 

A u t h o r i t y  o f  C a tc h 
m en ts  l o s s

C a tch m e n ts  C o n s id e re d  S u i t a b l e  f o r  
R o s  o a rc  h TJ s  o o

th a n  10 sq .m l L o c a t io n  A re a  P e r io d  o f  R em arks. 
( s q .m i l )  r e c o r d

f o . )

N .S.W . W .C .I .C . 15 B a r r in g to n  R. 8 .0  15 M o n th ly  r u n -  
B ig  C ro o k  3*5 23 o f f  vc lu m o s 
D oer P a rk  4*0 34 a v a i l a b l e ,  
J o c k ’ s  W ater 3*6 35 E a r l y  r e c o r d s  
M a jo r ’ s  C re e k  4*6 35 fro m  s t a f f  
R eeky C ro o k  7 .2  37 g o u g in g s  o n ly .

N .S.W . S .M .H .E .A . 45 Mono o f  thos*-> c o n s id e r e d  s u i t a b l e  b e c a u s e  o f  
s h o r t  p e r io d  o f  r e c o r d ,  e l e v a t i o n  an d  snow 
co ver*

V ic . S .R .W .S . N ot
known

A r t h u r ’ s  C ro o k 7*0 19 
C r y s t a l  C rook  4*0 15 P u b l i s h e d  
D iam ond C ro o k  3*5 ^9 d a t a  
E a s t  Barw un R .7 * 5  32 a v a i l a b l e *  
K ootong  Ck. 8 .0  23

V ic . S .B .C . 5 Mot s u i t a b l e  b e c a u s e  o f  o lo v a t i o n  an d  
snow c o v e r .

V ic . M.M.B.W. 1 Mot s u i t a b l e  -  s to o p  f o r r o s t  c a tc h m e n t <>

Q. I .W .S .C . Mot
known

Mono a v a i l a b l e  w i th  p e r io d  o f  r e c o r d  lo n g e r  
t h a n  10 y e a r s .

S .A . Mono known

W.A. P.W .D . 1 C o n d i t io n s  n o t  known

T a s . H .E .C . 1 May bo s u i t a b l e ,  b u t  e l e v a t e d .

N .T . D e p t« o f  
T o r r i t o r i o s  
N .T .A . W ater 
R e s o u rc e s  
B ra n c h .

5 Maximum p e r io d  o f  r e c o r d  5 y e a r s 5 m a in ly  
i n s t a l l e d  i n  c o n n e c t io n  w i th  r i c e  g ro w in g  
s t u d i e s .
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There are many gauged catchments in Australia, particularly in the 

eastern states, having an area of less than 10 square miles# Since the 
available periods of record on catchments loss than 1 square mile in area 
arc so limited, the investigation was Lxtondod to cover larger catchments 
having long-term records, oven though those catchments rdght not bo typical 
of farmed aroas and they might experience considerable groundwater inflow*
A brief summary of such catchments is shown in Treble 3*

Of approximately 80 catchments covered by this Table there are 5 having 
periods of record of more than 30 years and 6 more having periods longer 
than 15 years* Whilst those catchments might not b?, suitable for design 
purposes, because of special topography or climate, they may be most useful 
for checking procedures for the estimation of catchment yield, where 
differences from normal agricultural conditions can bo ailed for* An 
investigation of the quality of the long-term records from N.S.W* catchments 
listed in Table 3 is now in progress as a preliminary to yield studios*

The results of the catchment investigation may be summarised as follows 8-
Of the 120 odd experimental or gauged rural catchments in Australia 

having an area of less than 10 square miles, there is none which provides 
runoff data which can bo directly applied to the design of farm reservoirs*
Two groups of catchments, at Wagga in N.S.W# and Parwan in Victoria, 
provide detailed short-term records which are being used for research into 
methods for estimating catchment yield* 5 gauged catchments having records 
extending for more than 30 years are being investigated as regards their 
suitability for checking wator-balance yield estimates*

Of the 40 experimental catchments in the Commonwealth, the majority 
have not been properly calibrated or synchronised and few data have been 
fully analysc-d. There is a serious need for those stations, in particular, 
to bo put in proper working order? for the network of experimental catch
ment s to be extended to cover normal rural conditions, since most of the 
existing ones aro of a specialised type, o.g#, Snowy, Soil Conservation, 
etc*, and it is essential that a central body bo appointed to co-ordinate 
and control extension^ maintenance and d.ata collection and analysis. The 
body most fi Mod for this task is the established hydrographic authority 
for each state, i«i., Water Conservation and Irrigation Commission, State 
Rivers and Water Supply Commission, and so on*
4* EXTENSION OF EXISTING RATA COLLECTION FACILITIES - TUB "SIDRA" SCHEME*

Of the 40 experimental catchments listed in Table 2 only 6, namely 
those directly under the control of the University of Now South Wales, have 
been sot up specifically to measure rates and amounts of runoff for the . 
design of small hydraulic structures such as farm dams, culverts etc• 5 the 
majority have been set up either to measure the effects of various forms of 
soil conservation treatment or to provide data for the design of high- 
altitude hydroelectric projects* None of these 6 catchments has been in 
operation for more than three years*
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Tho widespread and rapidly incroasing farm dam building activities in 

all States of the Commonwealth justify tho setting-up of a great many more 
experimental or gauged catchmentj to collect data for the design of future 
dams. These catchments should embrace, tho major climatic, topographic and 
soil typos encountered in primary production. Since there exist at present 
no usable runoff data from typical agricultural areas, and having in mind 
the small size and relative cheapness of farm reservoirs, thoro is a nood 
for tho widespread collection of relatively a^prcod.rate data at low cost, 
rather than for the sotting up of a few expensive and precisely instrumented 
experimental catchments.

At the outset of the research programme described herein, it was 
apparent that an extension of the existing data collection sources was 
essential. In 1957> the writer first proposed tho HTDKA scheme, which 
aimed to collect approximate catchment yield data as cheaply as possible 
by simply measuring inflow into selected farm dams. Tho scheme is now in 
operation with records being collected from a total of 17 stations, and it 
will bo extended to cover approximately rj0 stations within tho next two 
years if sufficient funds become available.

An explanation of the HYDRA scheme is given in Appendi F of this 
report. Briefly, the scheme aims to collect not only runoff figures but 
other hydrologic data required in tho design of farm dams, such as evapor
ation, seepage rates and water use, Tho basis of the scheme is tho Glass I 
station, which comprises a farm dam equipped with graduated posts for 
measuring changes in water level, a daily-read raingauge and a simple 
ovaporimetor. More precise information about reservoir behaviour is 
obtained, from the Class II station, where the Class I instruments are 
supplemented by a continuous water-level recorder in the dam and a weir for 
the measurement of outflow. As funds permit a network of fully instrumented 
experimental catchments of Class III stations is being sot-up to complement 
the approximate data obtained from the Class I and Class II stations.
Details of all stations now in operation are givon in Table 4*

In 1958, following publicity givon to HYDRA on press and radio,
Mr. John HilcLman, Junior Farmer Supervisor for the South-Tfost region, 
approached the writer with the proposal that the Junior Farmer movement 
might take part in the Scheme. Hith the active support of the State 
Supervisor of Junior Farmers, Mr, ¥. Tearlj, Class I Stations will in future 
be operated by Junior Farmers under tho surveillance of their District 
Supervisors, This will maintain interest in the scheme and ensure a high 
standard of record keeping. It is proposed by the Education Department 
that this record keeping bo undertaken as a Junior Farmer "Project”, and 
a Project Booklet for this purpose has been drafted by the writer. It is 
hoped that tho Hater Research Foundation will provide an annual prize for 
competition amongst young people taking part in this Project, At the 
present time there arc 5 Junior Farmer observers in the Rivorina District, 
and approximately 30 other Junior Farmers are awaiting the installation of 
instruments and the completion of storage surveys.
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St
at
io
n

Cl
as
s £ jh o o

• H  , 0  -P gc3 3
P  ^ m

Location Operated
By

& o O
P  r H  
P.: i— 1n rf

pCQ£H

r HO rH b.Q r H  Cj
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Instrumentation

HI-1 Dubbo C.Brown 1958 21 Gauge rain
plates1 gauge

HI-2 Hardon King*s
School 1958 25 do. do.

EE-3 Tirana R,Duncan 1958 17 do. do.
HI-4 Mathoura J.Berryman 1958 15 do. do.
EE-5 lomora B.Roinhold 1958 2 do. do.
EE-6 Wagga F.Bussen^-

chutt 1958 21 do. do.
HI-7 Hurnula IT. Lins ell 1958 35 do. do.
EE-8 Parkes W.Davies 1959 21 do. do.

EEI-1 North
Richmond
N.S.W.

University
N.S.W.

1958 31 Bristol recorder, 
ovap or i met er 5 
raingauge, 
gauge plates.

EEI-2 Pearcers 
Creek N.S.W.

Dept, of 
Agriculture 1959 60

Bristol recorder? 
evapcrimetor| 
raingauge? 
gauge plates.

EEI-3 Nashdale,
N.S.W.

B,Williams 1959 30 Bristol recorder! 
evaporimeters 
raingaugo % 
gauge plates? 
inflow meter.
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Location
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Operated
By ©

p
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© I—1
rHd
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H

EIII-1 Badgory1 s Univ, IT. S. ¥.
Crook 1T.S.¥.

HIII—2 Mt. Y>.mon? Univ.IT.S.¥.
N.S.W.

HIII—3 Fatter Pk. King’s
1T.S.W. School

HIII-4 Futtor Pk. King’s
JT.S.W. School

mil-5 Sc one, 
N.S.W.

HIII-6 Scone, 
IT,S.¥.

BIII-T Scone, 
IT.S.U.

mil-8 Barcaldiny, 
Old.

Soil Cons. 
Service

Soil Cons, 
Service

Soil Cons. 
Service

C. H. Wilson
HIII-9 TTth.P* matta King’s 

!T.S.¥. School
HIII—10 Quilpio, 

Old,

1957

1958 

1958

i—1© iHiiDH d 
d  d  CH  fH P £
t  §  *H

<3 (S

Inst rumontat i on

1956 28

28

25

25

1958 24

1958 24

1958 24

i960 20

i960 34

For details of 
catchments and 
instrumentation 
see Table 2.

Kotos HYBBA 
participation in 
Scone projects 
commenced I960.
University 
supplies pluvic— 
graphs and 
undertaken data 
analysis.

C.H,Uilson To bo installed late 1960.
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5* THE ESTIMATION OF CATOHiIBHT YIELD

The major problem in hydrologic design of a small storage reservoir 
for agricultural purposes is the determination of catchment yield# As has 
been explained above thoro are no suitable runoff data for this purpose and 
recourse must be had to some method of estimating catchment yield from 
rainfall figures, reasonably long-torm rainfall records being available in 
most parts of Australia#

The limited American literature on farm pond design (7) offers little 
assistance in this regard, the generally rocommondod approaches being- cdtho: 
to use measured runoff data or to adopt tabulated values of catchment area • 
storage volume ratios, which latter have themselves boon prepared from 
runoff records# Hamilton and Jepson (18) have published a generalised map 
of the United States showing avoragc and minimum volumes of annual runoff 
for small catchments, and it is an ultimate aim of this investigation to 
produce maps of this typ- for Australian conditions# The maps prepared by 
Hamilton and Jopson have, however, been based on published runoff data, 
whereas local maps must bo based on synthetic runoff figures.

In the first Bulletin of the Water Research Foundation the writer 
proposed a method in which daily rainfall records were analysed and the 
volume of flood runoff from each storm estimated. This is now considered
to be the best method whore suitable rainfall data are available and an
attempt has boon made to establish suitable yield coefficients and to 
compare estimated values of runoff with measured values on selected 
catchments#

The degree of accuracy required in the catchment yield estimation 
depends upon the storage design procedure adopted. In the design of a 
large irrigation reservoir by storage-behaviour analysis it is desirable 
to have available monthly runoff totals over a period of at least 20 years3 
for small stock tanks, on the other hand, annual totals may suffice.
A number of approaches has therefore been investigated, each involving 
varying degrees of approximation#

The methods so far studied fall into the following groupss-

(a) Water budget computations#
(b) Empirical rainfall-runoff relationships#
(c) Estimation of runoff from individual storms#

(a) Water budget computations#

The wator budget approach assumes that runoff is the residual of 
rainfall after allowing for ovapor-transpiration, soil moisture accretion 
and other losses# Runoff may bo computed on a monthly or annual basis#
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Attempts have been made to compute water baianoss and compare them 

with measured runoff for catchments at Waggo, Badgery’s Crook and Hurt1 a 
Greek. Results have not been successful. This was to be expected, since 
on ephemeral catchments where the water table is well below watorcourso 
bed level a,11 losses cannot bo accounted for. It has boon concluded that 
this method is not suitable for estimating catchment yield on ephemeral 
catchments, although it shows promise for larger catchments wore ground
water discharge contributes to streamflow.

Computations carriod out so far indicate, however, that this method 
may give a reasonable approximation to the minimum annual yie j. d cCiu tj * ̂t 
whilst the volume of runoff in any year might be considerably in rror, the 
length of periods without any runo ff is indicated with reasonable accuracy. 
This method is therefore useful in storage design to indicate the length 
of periods of no inflow, and is considered suitable for tho design of 
stock tanks whore storage-behaviour analyses are net necessary.
(b) Empirical rainfall—runoff relationships.

Attempts have been made to prepare empirical rainfall-runoff 
relatioships for selected experimental catchments on both annual and 
monthly bases. It was hoped that such relationships might be extended 
to cover large areas of 1T.3.W.

The investigation has been handicapped by a lack of data and by 
short—comings of available data. Attempts have been made to ostabliou 
relationships for catchments at Badgory’s Crook, Scone and Wagga and for 
runoff plots at Wagga. In all cases the scatter of points has been too 
great to yield any satisfactory correlation and this approach has boon 
abandoned.
(c) Estimation of runoff from individual storms.

On the basis of tho foregoing investigations it was concluded that 
for Australian conditions the only satisfactory approach to the yield 
problem is in fact to consider it as a floou problem and to estimate tno 
volume of runc-ff from each individual storm of the rainfall record. This 
is tho -approach used by the writer for Badgory1 s Creek in tho first 
Bulletin of the Water Research Foundation, and advocated in a general way 
by some American authorities, notably Wislor and Brater (19) and the Soil 
Conservation Service of the United States Department of Agriculture (20).

Attempts to establish rainf all-runoff curves for individual storms 
and daily rainfalls indicated that suitable correlations might bo 
established on those bases. At this stage the writer1 s attention pas 
directed to a method of Soil Conservation Service (20) but not published 
in tho literature. This method uses standardised rainfall-runoff curves 
with modifying parameters depending on soil type, cover, antecedent 
moisture otc. Use of this method fbr catchments at Wagga has indicated 
good correlation with measured runoff. The S.C.S. method has boon somewhat



modified, notably in regard t , the effect of antecedent moisture 
conditions, arid oh.-cho for c-thu'- catchments are in hand# The modified 
method is now tentatively recommended as the host method of yield 
estimation available in Australia for small ephemeral catchments#
6* The hot erminet ion of Reservoir Capacity#

American procedures for determining the storage capacity of farm 
ponds (7) are based either upon a modified storago-bokavionr analysis or 
upon tho use of arbitrary storage values determined for various districts* 
Each technique requires tho avnilability of runoff data, and neither can 
bo directly applied to Australian conditions* It might bo pointed out 
that most American research in tho hydrelogic design of farm ponds has been 
concerned with storages located in tho humid eastern states, where* thoro are 
definite seasonal periods of use and replenishment# This considerably 
simplifies the problem of determining storage capacity and catchment area 
as compared with Australian conditions, where year-round use is normal and 
inflow is erratic, non-soasonal and unpredictable*

In the first Bulletin of the hater Research Foundation the writer 
proposed four methods for determining storage capacity depending upon 
the type and size of tho storage and the quality of the design data 
available# The current research programme is based upon these methods#

The determination of storage volume depends upon a number of factors, 
the most important of which are s—

(a) Volume and. temporal distribution of runoff#
(b) Volume and temporal distribution of demand.
(g) Operating procedures#
(d) Economic considerations?, storage—excavation ratios, 

hTSI ratios etc#
Investigation of these factors nas been as 1oiloweo—

(a) Volume and temporal distribution of runoff.
The determination of catchment yield, particularly with regard to 

its distribution throughout the year, has already been dealt witn in the 
previous section#

To complement the records available from experimental catchments, 
data relating to frequency of roprcnisnment and l«_ngoj_L of peri ode 
without inflow are being collected from landholders operating farm dams 
throughout H.S.vf. by means of a Farm Bam Questionnaire, which is now 
being circulated in a preliminary survey to 50 landholders in various 
carts of the State. It is anticipated that at least 1000 landholders 
will be questioned in this way by the end of x960#

This Questionnaire is dealt with in more detail in Appendix b wi 
this report, and a copy of tho Questionnaire Form is included with
that Appendix#
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(b )  Volumo and temporal distribution of demand#
It has boon outside the scope of this investigation tc measure

the use of water by crops or stock and this part of the research programme
has been principally concerned with the collection of data published. by 
other authorities and with some attempt at its Evaluation* In this regard 
considerable assistance has boon rendered by Mr* C,J. Wiosner, Senior 
Lecturer in Civil Engineering and Hon* Secretary of the Wator Research 
Foundation, who has concurrently conducted research into methods for 
tho determination of irrigation need*

These already-published data are being; supplemented both by tho
HYDRA Scheme and by the Farm Dam Questionnaire* Tho HYDRA Scheme has as one
of its principal aims the measurement of water use from small reservoirs 
and. it is anticipated that in some years time this will shod important 
light 011 the design figures now available* The Form Dan Questionnaire also 
includes certain questions relating to the use of water by stock and 
irrigation*

Tho Penman mothod (21) has boon adopted for the determination of 
irrigation need* Frequency studios of irrigation need for the County of 
Cumberland have been made in connection with this research programme, and 
a frequency curve of irrigation need for this area is shown in Figure 1*
It is proposed to prepare generalised irrigation need data for lhS*¥. on 
an isopleth map*
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TABLE 5 : COMPARISON OF RESERVOIR DESIGN METHODS.

Frequency Storage
Irrigated Degree Analysis Behaviour

Area of Method Analysis

( a c r e s  ) Reliability Required capacity. Required capaci ty .

a c .  f t . a.f. / a c . ac .  f t . a.f. / a c .

2 0 0 9 0 31 2 1-56 3 3 0 1-65

1 5 0 9 0 212 1*4 1 2 2 0 1*46

13 5 9 0 178 1-32 1 8 0 1*33
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(c) Operating Procedures

In Bulletin No.l of the Water Research Foundation the writer 
considered the operation of supplemental irrigation storages at some 
length and concluded that the most economical procedure for the wat^x 
ing of pastures was to use as low a degree of regulation as possible.
Some further studios have proceeded on tho oasis of conduced storage 
behaviour analyses for Runt * s Greek* The Farm Bam Quos oionnaiig ̂ and 
KTDRA. are also aimed at giving information about existing operation 
procedures*
(d) Economic considerations

Some preliminary investigations have boon carried out ir: relation to 
best values of storage-excavation ration and tho optimal ratios oewoon 
watershed area and irrigated area, in so far as those may determine 
storage capacity*

The Farm Bam Questionnaire asks specific questions in Toganl to 
costs of construction* repair and maintenance of farm dams which ore 
expected to shed light on this problem.

Throe basic storage design procedures are proposals-
(i) Storage behaviour analysis.
(ii) Design on basis of expected minimum runoff and maximum

demand.
(iii) Use of arbitrary storage coefficients.

A storage behaviour study is desirable for a large irrigation 
storage or for a water-harvosting scheme. Such an analysis is straight
forward once design figures for inflow1- and demand have been established* 
Typical analyses have been made over a 20 year and. 30 year period for 
various reservoirs at Baageryfs Creek and Bunt's Creek respectively.

Design on the basis of frequency studios of runoff and demand 
appears to be suitable for small storages. A comparison of this method 
with a detailed storage behaviour analysis on a monthly basis has been 
carried out for parts of tho County of Cumberland, and results of the 
comparison are given in Table 5* Generalised demand and inflow maps for 
R*S*W* are proposed eventually for design use*

Arbitrary storage provision is suitable for stock tanks and small 
irrigation storages where the consequences of failuro are not important. 
Arising out of the storage behaviour and demand frequency investigations 
mentioned above, it is proposed to prepare arbitrary data showing tho 
volume of storage required to irrigate one acre and to water 100 sheep 
for various zones in N.S.W. A typical preliminary map is shown an
Figure 2.
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Doubtful.

FIG. 2 -V O L U M E  OF STORAGE 4N ACRE FEET REQUIRED 

TO IRRIGATE ONE ACRE OF PASTURE.

(Tentative only )
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7* Economics of Water Storage

In conjunction with the studios of hydrologic design and operation 
of small storages mentioned in previous pages, detailed consideration 
is being given to tho oconomic factors associatocl with the use of farm 
dams for supplemental irrigation. This work is being undertaken by the 
writer for a Master of Engineering thesis under the title of ".economic 
Design of Small Storage Reservoirs". The object of this thesis is to 
establish a simple basis for the oconomic design ox small clams and farm 
water storage systems of the hater Harvesting type, m  particular, 
attention is being given to the use of linear programming techniques lor 
determining tho optimum oconomic design under a given set of circuuu;ounces•

Data relating to construction costs, storage—excavation ratios, rsSx 
ratios, operation costs are likely returns from irrigated crops and 
pp.sturos have been collected from a variety of sources, incj.ua.ing the 
Water Conservation and Irrigation Commission and tho Bank of b.S.W.
The Farm Dam Questionnaire referred to previously is designed t'- collect 
information about certain of those factors.

A simple graphical method of linear programming for optimising the 
design of small reservoirs is under study. Detailed linear programming 
studios for the Water Harvesting Scheme at Dodgery1 s Creek and the 
Koylino properties at Worth Richmond are also being undertaken.

8. Mult i-St orage Pro .iect s.
Following on the publication of Bulletin 1-Jc.l of the Water Research 

Foundation, which dealt with the engineering aspects of «afcor Harvesting 
and Koylino schemes, further developments in those schemes have boon 
studied. In particular tho development of the Koylino water storage 
systems at Worth Richmond has boon closely followed, with tho co-operation 
of Mr. P.A. Yeomans, and some proposals for further research on those 
properties are now uncior consideration.

9* Conclusion
Research in tho field of Bydrologio and economic design of small 

storages for farm ijator conservation has developed in two main phases5 
firstly, an attempt to provide design data for immediate use and secondly, 
the collection of suitable long—term data for iuturo •..eoign u^e.

Tho socond phase must continue for many years through tho expansion 
of tho HYDRA Scheme. Additional funds for instrumentation of HYDRA 
stations will be rocuirod for at least two years. Fart her* limited fundo 
will be required over at least tho next 10 years for maintenance of tho
scheme.
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J± ScliQme for I-4yd.r0logical Data Collection, 
1* The ITeod for H^dra*

The hydrologic design of a farm dam or tank involves the 
determination of such things as the storage capacity needed to 
meet stock or irrigation requirements, the area of catchment 
needed to fill the dam, and the size of the spillway or bywash 
needed to ensure its safety, To provide answers to these questions 
with any degree of accuracy, hydrologic data about water use, runoff, 
evaporation and seepage losses must ho available.

In Australia there are sufficient records of streamflow 
and rainfall to enable the design of large dams to he made with 
reasonable accuracy. For farm dams, however, which are fed by 
intermittent surface runoff, very few data are available, and 
the hydrologic design of such dams must bo based largely on 
guesswork. In consequence a large proportion of them .are failures! 
either directly as the result of overtopping of the embankment, 
because the bywash is too small, or indirectly, but just as seriously, 
because the dam is toe small, or the catchment is not large enough* 
or seepage losses are too high.

Twenty years ago this might not have been very serious, and 
it could have been argued that it was cheaper to build another dam 
than to worry about data collection end scientific design# During 
these twenty years, however, there has been a considerable change 
in the pattern of agricultural water use in Australia, High farm 
incomes, improvements in earthmoving equipment, the decline in the 
rural labour force and a growing realisation of the importance of 
stored water to the landholder, spectacularly demonstrated by exper
iments like water harvesting and the Key line Plan, have conspired 
to bring about something of a revolution. Farm dams are being 
built in ever-increasing numbers and, more importantly, in ever- 
increasing sizos, so that reservoirs storing 100 million gallons 
have become almost commonplace# In the aggregate these dams 
represent a considerable investment and they play an important 
part in the rural economy# A research programme aimed at the 
development of generalised data which can be applied cheaply and 
simply to the design of individual farm dams can therefore be 
well justified#
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Such a programme ic nor being undertaken by the School 
of Civil I-nginoerin^ of the University of Her South halos* 
in conjunction with the Water hesoaroh Foundation of Australia#

To develop those design data* information about runoff,
\;ater use and reservoir losses must he available# Since such 
hydrologic data are not available in Australia* the first stage 
in the research ; rogramme must he to begin collecting the necess
ary basic information.

The collection of accurate hydrologic data from small catch
ments and farm dams involves* however* a considerable expenditure* 
and a lengthy time period must elapse before the accumulated inf
ormation becomes useful for research purposes# For example* the 
instruments needed to measure rainfall and runoff on a 100 acre 
experimental catchment would cost between £500 and £1000, and the 
records obtained with these instruments would be of little use 
until a period of perhaps five years had passed. To give an 
accurate picture of runoff conditions from small catchments in 
IT# S#U# alone about twenty such catchments would bo needed* and 
costs of installation and maintenance would probably exceed 
£30*000 over a five year period#

To instrument an experimental catchment of this type involves 
the building of a measuring flume or weir, which must be fitted with 
■an automatic water-level recorder* and the installation of one or 
more pluviographs or recording raingauges. A great deal of useful 
information can be obtained cheaply* however, by simple and less 
precise means#

The most important information required for the hydrologic 
design of a form dam relates to the volume of runoff coning from time 
to time from the catchment aroa# Under favourable circumstances 
this can be measured simply by collecting the runoff in a large 
receptacle* such as the farm dam itself# Cheap instruments, read 
periodically by local observers* can .be used to record the volume 
of runoff, as well as rainfall* evaporation end seepage losses#
Twenty stations of this type can be set up for the cost of just 
one fully instrumented experimental catchment. Because of the 
very large number of farm dams being constructed today* and the 
almost total lack of data on which to base their design* it is 
considered preferable to sacrifice quality for quantity and 
simplicity in the early stages of the data collection programme#
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The accuracy of the 'results obtained with taese cheap 

methods is appreciably lower than can be expected from an orper- 
inentHl catchment# Two factors should, however, be oorno in mind# 
Firstly, the HYDRA scheme has as its immediate object the prepara
tion of generalised design data, for which c lie Amour, yield figures 
accurate only to the nearest inch per annun arc neededf and secondly, 
relatively inaccurate data are preferable to no data at all# In 
farm dan design, moreover, it is essential to know the periods ox 
tins over which no runoff can bo expected, and xhis can be doxem— 
ined with considerable exactitude by the method suggesteo. above#

Prociso information relating to peak rates of runoff is needed, 
of course, in the dosign of spillways and for the design of orelicr 
structures such as bridges, culverts and causeways '. hion may bo 
located on rural areas# This sort of information can only be obtain
ed from properly instrumented experimental catchments^ a scheme such 
as the one outlined above must therefore be supplemented by a 
related network of experimental catchments to give a complete picture 
of the hydrology of a rural area.

All this is nor; being attempted by the University of Hew South 
Hales through a scheme known as HYDRA, or Hydro logic Data from.
Rural Areas# The scheme was -revised to overcome tue consider a ole 
expenditure and long time delay involved in the conventional eaten— 
ment instrumentation, by setting up a network, ox simple measuring 
stations designed to give approximate information about catchment 
yield and reservoir behaviour byusing farm dams as measuring 
devices. The scheme is being extended, as funds become available, 
by a related network of precisely instrumented experimental catch
ments# It is anticipated that the complete project will yield a, 
body of research and design data which will be of value, not only 
to farm dam designers, but to all concerned with the hydrologic 
design of hydraulic structures - bridges, culverts, causeways, soil 
conservation works and so on — located on rural areas#

Collecting Hydrolovie Data in Farm bams#
The basis of the HYDRA programme is to collect hydrologic 

data by using farm duns and tanks as measuring devices# This is 
accomplished by measuring changes in storage level in selected 
dams and relating these changes to rainfall and other climatic 
factors. In this way data are accumulated with regard to catchment 
yield, evaporation and seepage losses and water use.
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A farm dam provides a suitable device for measuring runoff 

for the following reasons?—
1. The dam is a convenient receptacle in which changes in 
volume can reexlily he nea,surod using staff gauges or water-level 
recorders.
2. The catchment is generally small* homogeneous and easily 
surveyed., so that flow into the dam can readily ho related tc 
runoff from the catchment.
3* A groat many dams can he instrumented at low cost and records
can he collected hy landholders.

The hydologic factors governing the water level in a small 
dam. are related hy a "Water Balance” equation* which may be simply 
stated as followss-

Volume of water going into Volume of water going out
the dam = of the dan

plus
change in volume of water 

stored in the dan*

when considered over a given period of time.
This may ho expanded to include the separate factors as 

followss—
(Runoff from the catchment area
(and rain falling cn dam surface = Spillway overflow

+evaporation loss 
+secpago loss 
+water used hy stock 

or irrigation 
+incroase in the volume 
of water stored in the ) 
dam )

If all hut one of the ahove factors can he measured* the value 
of the unknown factor con he determined from the equation. The 
total annual inflow from the catchment area is known as the yield of 
the catchment* and the i>rinary purpose of the HYDRA scheme is to 
accumulate a hody of data-about annual yield which can he analysed
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to indicate average yield and the likely ird.nir.riiv. yield to be 
expected in a given year at a given location. This information 
provides a basis for determining the required storage capacity 
of a dan and the area of catchment needed to fill it*

All tho items in the '.eater balance equation? with the excep
tion of the inf'low fi*ow the catchment* can bo measured by simple 
means# The most important of these items is the change in storage 
volume* which is determined by recording the change in water level 
in the dam as indicated on a graduated post or depth gauge# The 
change in the depth is related to the change in volume by Storage— 
Elevation Curve* which is a graph showing the volume held in the 
dam for a given depth of water# This graph is prepared by survey
ing the dam when it is empty or by taking soundings when it is full* 
A mobile laboratory* equipped with up-to-date surveying instruments* 
a boat and compressed air diving apparatus is used by the University 
for this purpose.

The remaining items may be measured vita varying degrees of 
accuracy# Runoff into farm dans occurs only infrequently and for 
short periods# During these periods evapo-soopage losses are 
negligible* mid the volume change may therefore be taken as due 
to inflow alone. On the other hand* during the bulk of the year 
when no runoff is entering the dam the change in storage level 
is due entirely to evaporation and seepage, plus farm use and 
minus rain falling on the dan# These last two items can be meas
ured* leaving the balance as evapo-seepago losses# A simple 
form of ovaporimetor is installed to indicate p/hat proportion of 
the total ovapo-seepage loss can bo attributed to evaporation#
There water from the dam is taken for irrigation purposes* the 
volume used can bo determined by chucking the storage level 
immediately before and after each irrigation, Eater use by 
stock is estimated from the recorded number of animals using the 
dan* or* for preference* by metering the supply from a windmill 
into stock troughs.

The remaining item to bo measured is the volume of water 
lost through the bywasli# This can be determined with sufficient 
accuracy by reading the depth of water in the dun at six hourly 
intervals during: the infrequent periods that overflow' occurs* and 
noting the times at which overflow commences and ceases# A simple 
maximum water level recorder is attached to the gauge post and 
records the peek rate wi discharge#



Tho accuracy of the measurements obtained by the methods out
lined ahove vri.ll vary according to the size and shape of the dan, 
proportion of losses duo to seepage, frequency of spillway discharge 
and so on. It is considered that a maximum allowable error of 
half an inch in the annual runoff fin ire is permissible, On a 100 
acre catchment this represents just over one million gallons of 
water, so that a very much higher accuracy than the allowable 
maximum should be obtained in most cases.

3. Intensions of the Scheme.

For the design of larger farm storages used for largo scale 
supplemontal irrigation, as well as for determining the peal' rates 
of discharge through spillways, bridges and culverts, it is necess
ary to have more precise information than can be obtained from 
the farm dam scheme outlined above* Tho scheme is therefore being 
extended with a related network of more extensively instrumented 
dams, together with a series of experimental catchments.

In a number of representative areas the basic farm dam 
recording station is being supplemented by tuo addition of a, 
water level recorder, placed in the dan, together with a weir 
sill in the bywash. These additional instruments give a much 
more accurate picture of reservoir behaviour, shed further light 
on evapo-scepage losses and water use, and provide hydrographs 
of rate of flow through small dam spillways. It should be ipointed 
out that there are no gauged spillways on farm dams in H.S,7r., 
and design capacities are currently based on peak rates of runoff 
from the catchment, taking no account of the regulating effect of 
the reservoir. It is anticipated that the data obtained from 
these more precisely instrumented dams rill therefore lead to 
some reduction in spillway sizes and consequently in costs of 
construction. An improved evapcrimeter pan is installed on these 
stations to give more precise information about evaporation rates. 
The cost of instrumentation for a station of this type is approx
imately five times tho cost of that for the basic HYDRA station.

As funds become available a further class of station is 
being installed in representative climatic areas. These are 
fully instrumented experimental catchments, which wherever poss
ible awe being sot up on farm dam catchments in conjunction with 
the storage behaviour instruments described above. They are 
intended 'primarily as research catchments, as distinct from the
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oasic stations v/hose immediate purpose is to provide approximp/bo 
data for design purposes# 'the ezporimental catchments involve 
tliG construction of a measuring flume which measures the volume 
and rate of flow of runoff into tlie dam? this flume incorporating 
an automatic waver—level recorder# A pluviograph is also necess
ary* giving a continuous record of amount and rate of rain falling 
on the catchment# Records from these experimental catchments 
will he used for a variety of hydrologic research apart from the 
farm dam problem? and most of those so far instrumented iiave been 
installed in conjunction with other University research projects.

4. The. J^ojoct

The complete HYDRA scheme involves tliree types of measuring 
station. The backbone of the scheme is the simple gauged farm 
dam? the records from which are kept by landholders. This basic 
station is called a Class I station? and it comprises the follow
ing instruments#

Class I Station
Gauge posts in dam 
Daily-read, rain gauge 
Evoporineter drum 
reck, water level indicator
The cost of these instruments is about £25#

The second, class of station includes a water level recorder 
for more detailed information about reservoir behaviour and 
spillway outflow# It comprises the following instruments#

Class II Station

Gauge posts and raingaugo as for Glass I 
Water-levol recorder? Bristol or Gurley type 
Weir sill in bywash
Evaporiaeter pan (American Class A land pan)

The third group of stations comprises the experimental 
catchments# Instrumentation on these catchments varies? but 
includes the followings-

graduatcd in feet and inches) 
standard 8 inch pattern) 
non-standard 2 ft. dia#)
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Class III Station

Daily read raingauge and pluviograph (iTcrmally Mort type
pluviogpapb. is used).

Measuring flume or weir with automatic recorder.

Wherever possible the Class III station is "being set up in 
conjunction with a farm dan having Class II instrumentation.

At the time of writing (June i960) the University operates 
IT stations in the HYDRA scheme, of which 8 are Class I stations,
3 are Class II stations and 6 are Class III Stations. In addition 
records are obtained from another 3 Class III Stations 011 which 
the University has provided pluviographs only* A map showing 
the location of these catchments is shown in Figure 1. Figures 2,
3 and 4 show photographs of typical Class I, Class II and Class 
III Stations respectively.

A number of further stations has already been selected, 
these being in the main of Class I type. It is anticipated that 
by the end of I'goO a total of 50 HYDRA stations will be in 
operation,

5. Administration of the HYDRA Scheme

The HYDRA Scheme is operated and administered by the School 
of Civil Engineering of the University of Hew South Hales. 'The 
University owns all instruments, and installation and maintenance 
of these instruments, together with catchment and sturage-elovation 
surveys, are carried out by the Conservation Engineering team 
of the Civil Engineering School, All records and instrument 
charts are forwarded periodically to the University, where they 
are analysed and stored within the Hydrology Section of the School,

Most of the cost of purchasing and installing instruments 
has been met from grants made to the University by the Water 
Research Foundation of Australia and the Rural Credits Develop
ment Fund of the Commonwealth Bank. In most cases people tabling 
part in the Scheme have also assisted with the provision of 
labour and materials. In this regard particular mention should 
be made of the co-operative effort involved in the installation 
of the Class III Station at Borcaldine in Central western Queens
land, which is the only experimental catchment in that state.



In this case instruments only* to the value of about £2p0 were 
provided and installed by the University, whilst the cost of 
constructing a weir and float well* also amounting to about £2p0 
was met by the Western Queensland Local Authorities Association. 
This sum v/as raised by contributions from local government 
bodies throughout Western Queensland* who will derive particular 
benefit from the records obtained on the Station. This fine 
example of co-operation and self-help could well be emulated in; 
other districts* to the benefit of the rural community at largo#

The majority of the St?„tion operators are private individ
uals. Of particular interest* however* is the assistance provided 
by the Junior Parmer Movement in 1AS.W. Following the suggestion 
of Mr. John TTilduan* Regional Supervisor of Junic?: Farmers for 
the Southwest of IT.S.W.* and with the active support of the 
State Supervisor* Mr. U. Tearle* it is now proposed that wherever 
possible Class I Stations will bo operated by Junior Farmers* 
under the general surveillance of their District Supervisors.
This co-operative effort by the Junior Farmer Movement has done 
a great deal to place the HYDRA Scheme on a sound footing* and 
has ensured a continuing interest in the Scheme and a high 
standard of 3:ecord keeping# There are now 5 Junior Farmer 
observers in the Southwest District* and a further 30 young 
people are awaiting the delivery of instruments.
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The need for* research into in .roved nethe-,wl for thd design 
and construction of sunll oarth dais for farm rater storage is 
not immediate ly ap- arent, The average farnjr, uooustomod to 
handling soil with a variety of fban implements, thinj.cs of the 
construction of a small embankment as a sin do matter of pushing 
up a heap of soil to "hold back the weight of \;ator", and has 
no appreciation of the problems in soil neok:.nics ho thus creates# 
On the other hand, the- average civil engineer considers such small 
structures as unworthy of detailed attention, and simply applies * 
the principles of largo dam construction with results which? if 
generally (hut not always) arc. safe, are rarely economical#

Research in the United States (1) has shown that the greatest 
proportion of failures occurs amongst small earth dams, and it has 
heon stated (2) that the two failures causing greatest loss of 
life and damage to property were of structures less than jO feet 
in height# Vihilst the failure of a farm dam is unlikely to cause 
loss of life, it nay result in considerable property damage, loss 
of capital and reduction in income# lifter some years of studying 
the construction of farm dams the writer lias concluded that the 
proportion of farm dams which fail for structural reasons is 
excessively highf this is due in part to poor design and more 
particularly to poor construction methods# Statistical data to 
support these conclusions arc now being collected ( See Section 
2 and Addendum l)

The reasons for this research project and the oasis of the 
current research programme are contained in the following 
quotations from well known engineerss-

G# D. Ait chi son of the 0#»3.I.Il# 0# division of Soils, in the 
introduction to a paper describing an investigation of constr
uction methods for a turkey*s nest dam at Brenda in RIS.U*, has 
written (3) u#». Those circumstances, which may he considered 
as typical of many such dam sites in similar .areas of Australia, 
arc dominated hy two factors - firstly that the only construction 
material available is a heavy clay, and secondly that the type of 
construction equipment available to form and compact the embank
ment is limited to li.ght-weight general 'purpose machinery"#



sphere is thus a sharp contract between tho requirements 
of such f-mp.il dun* and the engineering problems of larger embank
ments. Generally, tho construction of a largo c-rtken dcza 
involves tlr; use of 0, central clay coro for water rc/contion, with 
courser material in the outer "body of tho clam to proviclo rho 
necessary stability* Homally thoro is carofrfL selection of 
materials followed by a study of construction procedures and or 
construction equipment to suit each class of manorial*n

n Obviously such refinements aro i"r;3?actical in the case on 
0. small clam as proposed at Brenda* nevertheless it is possible 
that many such dams rill be construct el in tne course of time ana 
so an investigation conducted along normal engineering lines roay 
ultimately prove to be economically justifiable* from the point 
of view of academic interest it is worthy of note that an eff
icient design of a small dam is probably more difficult to achieve 
than a comparable design for a major dan* It is however, ocmpo.r- 
atively easy to produce a conservative (or inefficient) assign 
for a small dam but virtually impossible to produce a a,; os sly 
inefficient design for a major dan of vriuiua height# “

Tho problem of construction control on small u_ns has b 
outlined by Dr* Teraaghi as follows (4)2-

’’Thorough compaction is gen--rally consicioreci nocessary 
for earth dams of any height*»« howc-vor tho enforcement of 
rigorous water content control on small projects in remote 
districts may bo impracticable. If economic or other consider
ations proelude rigorous water content control, the designer is 
compelled to roly on semi-empirical rules* Such rules car-, be 
established only on the basis of tho performance record of earth 
dams which were made of soils with a water content far above or 
far below tho optimum and by correlating the findings with the 
index properties of tho construction materials*tf

The great ma jority of fern dams constructed today arc built 
by landholders or small earth-moving contractors who have little 
or no knowledge of the stability requirements of earth danss in 
consequence, a very large proportion of these dams are failures* 
Words written by Joel B. Justin (5) many years ago are pertinents-



“Unfortunately there is a fooling among many people that tns 
design and construction of earth dans are martens so simpae that 
that anyone can handle then# Hen who employ experts zo audit their 
“boohs Trill so -etines entrust the design and construction of an earrh 
f1.a~.ip on the safety of which? perchance? their very lives and fortunes 
nay depend? to anyone at all nutlout inquiring into his competency"#

By contrast with this statement, two articles appeared some dme 
ago in “Country” magazine? a rural .journal circulating in alio eastern 
states of Australia (6) ? which purported to teach row farm dams 
could he "built simply and cheaply "by anyone at all# One of tnese 
articles? written "by an earth—moving contractor? described tiie 
system of dans "built on his c m  propcit5r — a system which has since 
failed because of the collapse of most of the embankments# The 
other article? which stated that “you don*t need an engineer” and 
claimed that most of the accepted engineering practices are unwarr
anted, was written by the irmiager of an earthmoving firm which has 
subsequently gcno into liquidation following an exceptionally high 
proportion of failures amongst the embankments it constructed#

It is therefore a-parent that the methods cf farm dam constr
uction now in vogue s-sm'Ugst landholders and contractors are non 
satisfactory! that accepted engineering techniques for the design 
and construction of major earth dams cannot economically be applied 
to small structures| and that in consequence there is a need for 
research? generally among semi-empirical lines which involve field 
studies and long term observations of the performance of typical 
embankments# This provides the general basis for the current 
research programme, the progress of which is reported upon in the 
following pages#

2. If JSEAHCH 3QUIPH3NT
This research programme revolves around field studios in soil 

mechanics? end it has been necessary to establish a mobile soils end 
general purpose laboratory for the efficient carrying-out of these 
field studies# The uoiaprehonsive facilities of the Soils Labora
tory of the School of Civil Engineering are available for detailed 
testing of soil samples# Since the headquarters of the Conservat
ion Engineering team is located at the water Research Laboratory 
at Manly Vale? some 10 miles distant from the Soils Laboratory? 
a small laboratory has also been established at Manly for routine 
testing; work#



The mobile laboratory has been set up in a Fargo panel 
van provided and mai.nte.inod by the university# It nas been 
fitted r/ith sink, cupboards, roof rack etc#, and equipped with 
water and gas supply and flucrescent lighting# A rent is avail
able to provide additional laboratory space when carrying out 
extensive testing on a fixed site#

Details of the equipment associated with rhe Mobile Labora
tory are given in Table 1# Lin.ce this vehicle was vauen over 
for conservation research purposes in July l>p8 it nas travoxlod 
a total of Id,000 miles in connection ,/ith this research .

TABLL I
MOOTS ̂ IBOHiiTORY - AVAILABL3 OB Oil OKDIlfo

^ Purpose of Equipment _ Derails .______ ____
1# GeneraJ hater supplys S*S« sink and D acting pump

Propane gas cylinder and gas burners 
4pv. bcattery operated fluorescent lighting 
Dual—v/ave radio receiver.
9* x 9* autotent (temporary laboratory") 
Cupboards, shelves, root carrying rack

2# Soil Testing 250 gm. Chaindial balance
2 Kgm triple beam balance 
100 lb# platform scales 
Standard sieve set 8n dia*
Portable sieve shaker
Hydrometers and other apparatus for grain 

size determination 
Apparatus for determining Atterbsrg Limits 
Field Density apparatus 
Pocket penetrometer 
Harvard compaction apparatus 
Proctor compaction apparatus 
Portable permesaeter 
ETeutron-scatter soil moisture meter
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TE3LE I (Ooa-fc'd'

Purpose of Equi'pnent __ .  T̂ ai.alls___________  ___ _____ _____
3# Soil Survey 8 HP# petrol driven cociiiing rug lor sola

"boring and urui stubbed sampling 
2 HP# jetting pimp 
Hand auger and sampling tubes

4. Survey Theodolite, micreptic type 
'Tilting level with horizontal circle 
Aluminium staff 
Binoculars, 8 x 50
Tapes, bonds, arrows, pegs, rcu.±ging poles 

etc#
Prisnatic coupass 
Abney level 
Aneroid 
T,BunyipM level

5. Hydrographic

6# Water testing

8* plywood dinghy 
Sounding lines 
Life belts
Self-contained underwater breathiry 
apparatus with coid-r/ator suit.

pH noter
Resistivity netor

7# Meteorologic

8# Iliscellaneous

8 day clock, barometer, mas and nin# 
theraouoter, standard raingauge, anemonete

Ilotor tools and spares
Chains and sand mats
Shovel, are, crowbar, ropes etc#
Fire cxtinguishors, foam and CTC
First-aid kit
Kerosene pressure lantern
Primus stoves#
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(a) General invo stigation
A "body of information lias boon collected aocut current 

practices in farm dan design and construction# This .'.as been 
obtained from the following sourcess-

(i) Details about legislation* atlnini sir at ion* design 
procedures etc# * have oeen obtained from State 
Authorities responsible for or concerned "rin farm 
dam building in all states ore opt '7c stern Australia*

(ii) Recommendations made by earthmoving equipment manu
facturers have been obtained and studied#

(iii) Dambuilding methods employed by colr.ractors and 
farmers-buiIciers have be* --n studied in the field#
Some field measurements of compaction, settlement 
etc# havo been made (See Section 3)

Prom this general study it has been concluded that the 
Design figures recosmGnded by authorities such as the Farm “Tator 
Supplies Branch of the Water Conservation and Irrigation Commission 
of IT.S#*f# are safe, if in many oases over-conservative* and that 
the principal causes of structural failure can be related to 
poor construction# This is duo not so much to the general con
struction procedure adopted (that of pushing soil into position 
with a bull-doaer with little or no compaction*) which* whilst 
not in accordance with the ideas of civil engineers trained in 
major dam construction* appears if intelligently carried out to 
result in safe enbanicmentsf but to the poor -practices employed 
within this general procedure on individual projects* It might 
generally be stated that the immediate need in the farm dam 
construction field is not for research but for the education of 
farmer-builders and small earthmoving contractors in the basic 
principles of the soil mechanics of leu earth dams* here these 
principles generally understood the average* farm dam builder 
would not continue to use slipshod construction methods* so 
frequently employed not to save money but sim ly because the 
builder does not appreciate the reasons for proper compaction* 
stripping of the foundation* proper forming of the back batter 
and so on*
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In May I960 the writer presented a paper on this topic to 
a School for graziers conducted hy the institute or i-tural Tech
nology of the University of How South •..ales* It is intended 
that this paper should form the oasis for a manual of faro dam 
building and it is hoped that the Water Research Foundation flight 
give some consideration to the publication of this manual*

( b ) Faro Dam Survey
In order to collect mere specific data, about the design* 

construction and performance of faro clams than has been possible 
from the general enquiries mentioned above, a detailed question
naire has been prepared for circulation to selected landholders*

The questionnaire is no*: being circulated to 50 selected 
graziers in order to chock, its suitability* On completion of 
this trial survey a total of 1000 forms will be circulated, m  
two groups, firstly, to landholders selected by random sampling 
from the Australian ’’Pastoral Directory” in order to collect 
statistical data about the pattern of use of form dans in 1T.S.W. 
and secondly, to farmers and graziers known to have some exper
ience with form dams in order to collect information about 
methods of construction, hydrologic factors, and reasons for 
failures* The survey may be expanded during 19ol to cover other 
states of th.j Uonmonv;ealth*
4 • UXPFRIhl^Ah E r^SThd/iTI02̂  IF DhH CQNSTRUGTIOIT

Farm dams are generally constructed from in situ soils at 
natural water content and using general—purpose equipment, such 
as medium and light bull-dozers or rubber tiered farm tractors 
and scocps* ITo control testing of any sort is carried out to 
determine the properties of the soil or the degree of compaction 
obtained or desirable.

Ha3or earth dams, on the other hand, are constructed 
using selected soils placed at carefully controlled water contents 
and compacted under controlled conditions with specialised 
equipment*

It is apparent from the investigations mentioned in the 
preceding section that a considerable reduction in the number



of failures of farm dans would result from the introduction 
of control techniques# It is rarely economical or feasible to 
go to the trouble involved in the construction cf a major embank
ment f it is, hov/evor, desirable that semi-empirical methods v/hioh 
can be applied generally to farm dams should be developed# The 
quotations from Aitchison and Torzaghi given in the Introduction 
to this report are relevant to this point.

Ho search with this aim has commenced# It has so far been 
conducted along the foil o v:i ngl ino s § -

(a) Determining the index properties of typical dam building 
soils#

(t) Studying failures of dams built by conventional methods#
(c) Measuring soil properties and performance of dams built 

both by conventional and experimental methods, in an 
attempt to develop some form of control technique#
This nay take the form of reccrxnending specific 
batters for specific soils end construction methods? 
and/or recommending construction techniques, partic
ularly in regard to methods of compactions and/or 
devising simple tests for moisture and compaction control#

This research may continue for several years, particularly 
in regard to observations of the performance cf dams constructed 
by experimental procedures. It is considered, however, that the 
major part of the work will be completed within two years.
Progress under the above headings has boon as iollowss-
(a) Index pro sorties of typical soils

Samples taken from a number of actual or proposed damsites 
havo been tested to determine their index properties. To date 
some 230 individual tests havo been carried out on over 90 
separate samples.

/in attempt is being made to interpret those engineering 
tests in relation to the terms used by soil scientists, in order 
to bridge the gaps between the nomenclatures and classification 
systems used by engineers and agricultural soil scientists.
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(b) Pailurejp of small_g)arth dans-
Fliorovor possible dan failures have heen studied in order 

to establish the reasons for failure and to relate then to the 
methods used in designing and building the dan# Despite appeals 
to the public on 'press and radio, information aoout failures lias 
been difficult to obtain* The farm Dam Survey asms specific 
questions about failures which are expected to bo of considerable 
assistance in locating failures for further study*

To date a total of 14 failures has been investigated.
Details of these are as followss-
1* ?ye*s Pam, Liverpool* Failure of 25 ft embankment following

heavy rain* Cause of failure was slide of downstream face
due to very poor compaction of soil,

2* McCallum1 s Dam, Bribbaree - repeated failure of 20 ft*
embankment by tunnelling — detailed soil testing carried 
out, and methods for overcoming problem still under cons
ideration*

3. Vile* s Orchard, Branxton. Failure of 5 embankmentn following 
heavy thunderstorm, after dams empty for two years — one 
failure from tunnelling( solodic soil) and others from cracking;.

4# Soil Conservation Service, Bulge, — failure of 4 dams by over- 
toppings detailed compaction and survey information before 
failure had already been undertaken by the University.

j• Cotton1s Dam, Shooter1s hill - piping failure.
6. low Brighton Golf Club, Liverpool - overtopping following 

excessive sottlemont,
7, Yeoman1 s Dam, Orange - tunnelling failure of 30* embankment 

- reconstruction studies in hand.
Figure 1 shows a typical failure from poor compaction. 

Figure 2 shows a tunnelling failure resulting from the presence 
in the wall of a dispersive soil.



F ig . 1: Dam failure at L iverpool, N.S.W.

C ause of failure — inadequate com paction at extrem ely low m oisture content.

F ig . 2: Dam failure at Bribbaree, N.S.W.

C ause of failure — presence of so lo d ic  s o i l  in embankment.
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(c) bnperincntal Bang

The me.jor objective of this research project is to construct 
experimental embankments and to observe their performance*
Limited work only in this direction has "been possible, the 
emphasis so far havin', been concentrated on setting up the mobile 
laboratory and developing suitable test procedures# A number 
of landholders, contractors and manufacturers of carthmeVang 
equipment lias boon approached to mate available., land and - e-Quip— 
nont for field studies# In particular, Caterpillar Tractors 
Ltd#, bhoel Traction Ltd#, Camden Constructions Ltd*, and the 
Soil Conservation Service of 2h3*vJ#, have agreed to make plant 
available for field trials with crawler tractors and rubber 
tyred plant, and preliminary surveys and soil testing have noon 
undertaken for an experimental ring dan at Parkos and an off— 
stream swamp storage at Wiseman*c Ferry# Land has boon promised 

a number of people, and a. i^rcpcrty at Wallacia in particular 
has been selected for the building of trial dams# Partial. 
studios on two dans built on this property have boon made#

Full field studios of dam construction have boon made in 
two places? at Bulga, in co-operation with the Soil Conservation 
Service, and at Forth Richmond, in co-operation with Ur. P*A# 
Yoonans#

Bulga Studios

At Bulga, near Singleton, the Soil Conservation Service 
of 3T.S.U# in 1959 commenced the construction of 10 small exper
imental dans as part of an investigation into tunnelling failures# 
These dams were to bo constructed by a variety of methods, and 
the University team was givon permission to make field tests 
and performance observations on these structures#

Four dams were built in November 1959? and detailed surveys 
end measurements of soil moisture and field compaction were made* 
These dams failed shortly after completion iron overtopping, 
and lone measurements of density and settlement subsequent to 
failure have been made# It is anticipated that the whole pro,p>- 
ammo will re-coamencG in the spring of i960*
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The general survey of current practices mentioned in 
Section 3 has indicated that the construction and v^nrrhmoving 
methods advocated 'by lir. ?• A.Yoorans(7 ? '3 ) as part of the 
iCoyline flan merit detailed invcstigation. In the autumn 
of I960 arrangements were made with In*. Yeomans for a detailed 
study tc he made of the construction of a large dam on his 
property nYobarnieu at ITcrth Richmond# Construction soil tests* 
including moisture and compaction studies* were carried out on 
this embankment, and cost figures have been made available. 
Settlement plugs have been placed in the completed embankment 
and the performance of the structure mill be observed from 
time to time.
5- TffifciBLLII?G FAILURES

The problem of dan failures from t enrolling* when nisper— 
sivo soils are used in the embankment* was first lravn to the 
writer1 s attention in 1958* when a largo dan at Yribfcareo* near 
Young* in IT.S.W.* failed in this way* A photograph of this 
failure is shown in Figure 2.

During investigations in connection with this failure 
it became apparent that the dispersive soil problem v;as far 
more extensive that had been appreciated# At about tie same 
time th® Soil Conservation Service of iT„ S. »< Decame increas
ingly aware of the problem and commenced a detailed investig
ation. Since mid 1959 the Service and the Conservation 3ng— 
ineoring team have worked more or less in conjunction on this 
invcstigation*

Tunnelling failures occur when highly dispersive soils 
are used in a farm don embankment. \Then the dam fills* water 
works its way through the wall from the upstream face* forming 
tunnels which gradually enlarge from the upstream end. when 
these tunnels roach the downstream face the dam empties. In 
extreme cases the tunnels become so large that the roof coll
apses and the dam fails by breaking. The failure shown in 
Figure 2 occurred in this way.



The reasons for this dispersive property of the soil arc 
not properly understood* It has recently- become apparent, 
however, that the problem is widespread in U.S.-7. and Victoria, 
as more and more dams are being built in areas whore.previously 
only small stock tanks had been considered necessary* 'The 
problem is serious in the Hunter Valley and on a large part of 
the Surrondong Dam catchment* particularly in the Hill End 
areas it would seem that the recent financial collapse of 
Agriplan, a largo contracting company, was duo to the building 
of a number of dams in the tunnelling area of the Burrendong 
catchment without esay appro ciation of the dangers involved* 
Tunnelling can also occur on many parts cf the slopes and 
tablelands on H.S.W;, in ephemeral watercourses where fluctu
ating water tables may produce salting of the surface soils 
and develop a solcdic condition*

It has therefore become apparent that this problem is a 
serious one, which will grow in importance as more and more 
landholders wish to build dams on the ephemeral watercourses 
of the slopes and tablelands* A considerable expenditure on 
tunnelling investigations would seen justified, and it is 
planned to seek funds for this purpose in the coming yorr.

Apart from the Bribbareo studies, which have been incon
clusive, the following investigations have been undertakens-
(a) Co-operative soil testing of samples of tunnelling soils 
has been undertaken with the Soil Conservation Service, in an 
attempt to establish identification tests for the dispersive 
soils and to define areas within which tunnelling is likely 
to occur* The University team has carried out standard mech
anical tests whilst the Soil Conservation Service has under
taken various chemical and dispersion tests* Over 40 samples 
have now been tested*
(b) In conjunction with the construction studies carried out 
at Buj.ga, the University team is co-operating generally in the 
tunnelling investigation. This work will be recommenced when 
the Bulga Project starts again in the spring of i960*



(c) A large dam constructed by IL;# P.A. Yeomans at his 
'property "IConoaxloy” at Orange has failed by tunnelling*
■This dan is located in a classic deposit of soIodic material*
Soil samples liavo been tested and a detailed study of proposed 
reconstruction measures is to bo undertaken,

A considerable oscpansion of work in this field is proposed 
within the coming year. In conjunction .AtA the Soil Conserv
ation Service, a number of trial dams aao to be constructed on 
parts of the Burrendong catchment. Approximate soil and topo
graphic surveys have been made available, a number of sites 
has been selected and funds and plant have been promised* In 
conjunction with those field studies a programme of laboratory 
testing, aimed at establishing the causes of tunnelling and 
investigating measures for its prevention, is planned to be 
undertaken at the !7ator Research Laboratory*
6. CQRCIUSICI7

Research into the design and construction of farm dams 
has so far involved preliminary studies of existing methods and 
the establishment of a mobile laboratory* Some field studies 
have been made, notably the investigation of some 14 small 
dam failures and construction studies on 5 embankiuents* Some 
investigations of the index properties of typical 17, S#W. soils 
and the causes of tunnelling failures have also been commencea*

Work in this field is, by its nature, slow, time-consuming 
and subject to delay because of weather conditions# In the case 
of the Bulga Project, for example, trips to Bulge, on four succ
essive weeks had to be cut short because of inclement weather 
and on the following week heavy rains caused the whole project 
to be abandoned*

The principal, reason for slow progress in this field, has, 
however, been a shortage of personnel who can stay in the field 
for long periods and, more particularly, of a suitable laboratory 
assistant who can undertake the great volume of routine soil 
testing necessary# in application for funds to meet the salary 
of a laboratory technician for this work has recently been Here
to the Water Research Foundation. Appointment of such a person 
will result in a considerably accelerated progress in this field.
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!♦ IETH0DUCTI0I7

The obvious way to prevent leakage from a farm dam is to 
line it with a watertight membrane* and a variety of materials 
havo been used for this purpose* These have ranged from reinfo
rced concrete and bitumen paving decks* which are high in cost 
to tarrod hessians and rubberised canvas, which havo poor dura
bility* For reasons either of cost* low durability or inadequ
ate seepage reduction none of them has boon able to compete with 
the stabilisation techniques described in the earlier articles 
of this series*

When plastic films became commercially available in large 
quantities during the early 1950*s it appeared that some of 
them* notably polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride* possessed 
desirable properties for dam sealing* The first experimental 
tanks were lined by C.W*Lauritzen at Utah Agricultural Exper- 
iment Station* U*S.A* in 1954* Since that time dams have been 
lined with plastic film in many parts of the world* notably the 
Uo3*A.* Canada and Australia*

The first dam to be lined in Australia was the municipal 
reservoir at Charlton* in the Victorian Mallee* which was sealed 
with polythene film in 1955* It was at that time the largest 
plastic lined dam in the world* The total number of plastic 
treated dams in this country now exceeds 20*

In 1957 the Water Research Foundation of Australia* through 
the generosity of ICIAJTZ Ltd* * financed a research project at 
the School of Civil Engineering of the University of Lew South 
Wales* to investigate the use of plastic membranes for sealing 
dams and irrigation channels* The field and laboratory studies 
undertaken in the course of this investigation have shewn that 
whilst polythene film* in particular* can bo used to achieve a 
high degree of seepage control* its high cost in Australia makes



this technique uneconomical by comparison with stabilisation 
methods using "bentonites or polyphosphates*

There are, however, special applications for which the 
plastic liner is particularly suited, and it is anticipated that 
within a few years reduced manufacturing costs and improved seal
ing methods may permit the plastic liner to compote economically 
with bentonite in normal applications*

2. FILM H ^ m R IhXiS FOR JDnM

Of the many plastic film materials nor; available, only two 
are considered suitable for darn lining in Australia* These mater
ials, both manufactured in this country, are polyethlyene, more 
generally known as polythene, and polyvinyl chloride, more gener
ally tenown as vinyl or PVC,

Polythene, a tough durable waterproof and chemically inert 
plastic, is used for a multitude of commercial applications*
Those include food packing, silage covers and wall sarkingf the 
manufacture of piping, liquid and chemical containers, household 
ware and toysf it also has extensive use in electronics as an 
insulating medium*

Vinyl is best known as the material used to make the famil
iar plastic raincoat*. It is also used for protective clothing, 
weather covers, furnishing fabrics, toys and many other purposes.

At the commencement of the Foundation*3 research project in 
1957 it was decided to concentrate initially on the applications 
of polythene film, which at that time had certain important 
advantages over vinyl and was being used far more extensively for 
dam lining#

Polythene is 100 per cent water-tight^ it has high tensile 
strength and good resistance to tearing and puncturing^ whilst 
its resistance to deterioration in sunlight and its ability to 
withstand all forms of chemical attack make it ideal for outdoor 
applications* At the same time however, its characteristic 
chemical inertness constitutes a major problem in dam lining, 
since this makes it extremely difficult to join strips of the 
film together into a continuous membrane. Whilst this problem 
has to some extent boon overcome by heat elding, it remains the



major factor contributing to tho relatively high cost of poly- 
tlione liners*

In 1957 the vinyl films available in Australia were not 
suitable for prolonged outdoor use* An improved all-weather 
vinyl is nov; nanuiaetured? and this has tho advantages of 
greater flexibility and better resistance to puncturing than 
polythene* Its greatest merit lies in its ability to be .joined 
simply and cheaply with commercial adhesives. The research 
programme has now b u m  extended to look into the suitability 
of this material

3, USB 0? POLTTHBHE FILM AS_,1 JDAM LIIT5R

Polythene film is available; in Australia, in thicknesses of 
1-|“ thousandths of an inch and upwards and in widths of fro:: 6 ft 
tc 10 ft. The main problems involved in the sealing of a dam 
with this material are to join the strips of film together to 
form a continuous membranef to lay tho membrane in position on 
the floor of the dan$ and to protect it from damage by wind? 
sunlight? stock or other agencies*

Polythene is naturally a waxy? translucent material which 
breaks down when exposed to sunlight duo to the oxidative action 
of ultra-violet rays. This can bo overcome to a considerable 
extent by the incorporation of carbon blade? and the resulting 
blade polythene is invariably used for dam liners*

Tho best thickness of film for dam sealing depends upon an 
economic balance between cost and resistance to damage - both 
factors being directly proportional to film thickness* Most of 
the early liners used in America and all so far used in Australia 
have been fabricated from film 4 thousandths of an inch in 
thickness* Experience has shown that this is not adequate and 
most membrane fabricators in Australia and the U.S.A., now reco
mmend thickness of 6 thousandths of an inch,

headers will be familiar with the technique used for placing 
the membrane in position in the dam? through the wide publicity 
given to the lining of dams at hod Hill and Ouyen in Victoria 
and Hcrth Richmond in 1T.S.V/, during 1957 and 195^, This technique 
has been used almost without variation in nearly all the dans 
so far lined in this country. Briefly? it involves tho following 
stepss-



(1) Profabrication of the liner* generally using heat v;elding| 
screening sand over the floor of the dan to form a smooth base 
for the. liner,

(2) Spreading the liner over this hasc,

(3) Anchoring the edges of the liner in a shall or; trench.

In all cases9 except for the original dam at Charlton* the 
liner has been left exposedf that is* no cover material has been 
placed over it to afford protection against wind* sunlight or 
stock* Experience has shown* however* that liners installed 
in this way do not stand up to service conditions* particularly 
in hot windy locations*

Each of the three dams mentioned has suffered damage in more 
or less degree - in one of them the liner was completely destroyed 
after a life of less than four months. Public reaction to these 
failures has* not unnaturally* led to a general "writing off" 
of polythene lining amongst the fanning community.

It is clear* however* that these failures have resulted 
from an incorrect application of the plastic material* rather 
than from inherent shortcomings of the polythene itself. The 
writer1s research programme is now directed towards the deve
lopment of techniques by which polythene liners can be used 
with a life expectancy of many years. If this can be coupled 
with a reduction in raw material and fabrication costs* poly
thene membranes have a useful part to play in farm seepage 
control.

4. PROBLEMS LITH POLYTHgjE j)hjg LIItORS

1* Fabrication of the Membrane
The first problem arising in the use of polythene membranes 

is that of joining the strips of film into a continuous liner.
This may be achieved using either liquid adhesives* adhesive 
coated plastic tapes* or by heat welding.

Because of the chemical inertness of polythene no really 
effective adhesive material has yet been devised* the direct 
adhesives and tapes now available having the disadvantage that 
they are pressure sensitivef that is* seams made with then may 
peel apart under tension.



Heat welding* on ti:o other hand, produces an ox foetid 
v;ator-ti&ht seal, hut has the disadvantage that two heat ant 
pressure developed during the voiding o oration may alter the 
properties of the film and produce zones of weakness adjacent 
to the veld. Furthermore* heat welding is a specialist tad: 
./rich cannot ho undertaken in the field lpr unskilled personnel*

At the present time as much as half the total cost of a 
polythene membrane is involved in the- fabrication process# It 
is apparent that the development of a satisfactory adhesive a/hi eh 
can be used in the field by unshillod operators rill do much to 
reduce the cost of polythene lining# Plastics manufacturers 
are promoting research in this direction#

It might be noted that an ability to be sealed readily and 
cheaply forms one- of the principal advantages of vinyl film#

The membrane may be- put together either by joining the 
strips in situ in the dam or by prefabricating the complete liner# 
bach method has its advantages#

With in situ fabrication the strips of film are rolled out 
on the floor of the demand joined with adhesives* tapes or 
nor table electric v/elding irons, 'The method is time consuming 
and dependent upon vagaries of the weather in that it is diff
icult to achieve a good seal under windy or dusty conditions#
On the other hand* with suitable adhesives* it can bo carried 
out with unskilled labour at little cost# The only tank in 
Australia to be sealed in this way was the original project 
at Charlton#

In Canada and the U.S.A.* however* this method is very 
widely usedf the use of prefabricated heat-soaled membranes 
is apparently discouraged in the western United States due to 
the weakening effect of the welding process#

The alternative is to prefabricate the.entire liner off 
the site* using either adhesives or welding# Large-scale factory 
welding of polythene filin was pioneered in Australia by Plastalon 
Ltd. * of Helbcurne* who have manufactured most of the dam liners 
used in this country. This technique greatly simplifies the 
installation of the liner* which can bo completed by a, few men 
in one or two hours# It is* however* expensive - a prefabricated



heat-sealed linor costing appr oxinnialy twice the cost of tno 
polythene used,

Tho effect of the wold upon the membrane strength needs 
further investigation^ vrind damage failures examined by the 
writer have generally taken place along zones of weakness 
adjacent to welded seems#

4*2, Jiorlianical Damage

Apart from higm initial cost* the principal disadvantage 
of tlio polythene linor as used in Australia has bo on its poor 
durability.

When tho Hater Research Foundation investigation coiamonced 
it was thought that tho principal danger with polythene film 
would come from deterioration due to exposure to tho ultra
violet rays in sunlight, XOarly research was therefore directed 
towards methods for ohocling the life of the film when exposed 
to these rays* and accelerated weathering devices ^ere invest
igated.

It might be pointed out that nowhere in the world have 
long-term measurements been made of the effects of ultin-violet 
oxidation on the mechanical properties of black polythene film.

Field experiments with weathering samples and dam liners in 
many parts of Australia have now shown that tie effects of ultra
violet oxidation Ire negligible compared with mechanical damage 
caused by wind. This is tho principal factor determining the 
useful life of a dan liner* and unless active measures are 
taken to control wind damage polythene liners cannot bo expected 
to function satisfactorily.

Severe wind damage occurs on exgosod black polythene liners 
for several reasons. In the first place* such liners may develop 
extremely high temperatures when exposed to tho sun, Experiments 
conducted by the writer have shown that black polythene film 
may reach a temperature some 40 to 50 degrees higher than the 
shade temperature. Temperatures of up to 150 degrees have been 
measured in Sydney* and high readings could be expected in 
summer in western districts.
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Such higher temperatures are potentially dangerous to a 

dam liner. The strength of polythene decreases llth temperaturej 
at 150 degrees its tensile strength is less than half that at 
normal temperatures.

Furthermore the material ceases to behave elastically at 
temperatures of this order* a small tension producing excessive 
and permanent stretching.

At about 160 degrees a distinct change takes place in the 
chemical nature of polythene* so that it loses most of its 
strength and suddenly becomes susceptible to attack by many 
organic chemicals* It is therefore of vital importance that 
the temperature of the film bo kept veil below this critical 
level.

In the second place* a loose polythene membrane is so light 
that it will flap or vibrate even when quite gentle winds are 
blowing. This motion results in puncturing due to beating of the 
film against sharp particles* whilst rapid vibration in strong 
winds may produce early fatigue failure in stressed portions of 
the liner*

.Of greater importance* a strong wind blowing during hot 
weather when the film develops high temperatures may lead to 
stretching and billowing, which in turn places excessive loads 
on the weakened film and may produce extensive tearing along 
the lines of weakness.

The obvious technique for controlling this form of damage 
is to place a cover layer of sand or soil over the membrane.
This serves the multiple purpose of preventing wind flap, reduc
ing temperature and providing protection against ultra-violet 
oxidation.

At first sight it would appear that this is not a practicable 
proposition, due to the difficulty of placing the cover on the 
membrane without puncturing it and the problem of keeping it in 
place against wave action, methods of achieving these objectives 
are currently under investigation, and it appears that the 
process may in fact be relatively simple.
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In most oases cover need only "be placed on ike "batters 
of the darn* particularly on the upper levels where* wind damage 
is most severe. In small dams this area can bo covered by hand 
from the top of the barley on larger slopes sand may be spread 
using light tractors fitted with a grader blade# Slopes must, 
of course, be fiat enough. for plant to operate without sliding 
and for this reason, as veil as to prevent mashing of the 
cover donn the batter, a slope of 3 to 1 is desirable# Whore 
wave action is,excessive the sand may need to be protected with 
a gravel layer,

A simple method for placing the cover layer by sluicing 
sand and mater from chutes moving along the crest of the batter 
is non under investigation#

Where slopes are too steep for cover layers, as in many 
existing dams, mind action nay be controlled to some extent by- 
using heavier gauge polythene on the upper batters and by anchor
ing the liner at intervals with long sausages of polythene filled 
with sand# These measures cannot be wholly effective in hot, 
windy locations, and in such places it is advisable to resort 
to some alternative method of sealing such as bentonite blanket*

4.3 COST OF PQITTBmbS ITERS

As discussed in the earlier articles in this series, poly
phosphate lining can be carried out for about 2d per square foot 
of treated area and bentonite for about 4d# These techniques 
can achieve about 95 per cent reduction in seepage on the average* 
hach method is only suitable on a specific range of soil*

The recommended thickness for polythene dam liners is 6 
thousandths of an inch* The retail price of this material in 
the roll is 4.3/4d per square foot# The cost of prefabricated 
membranes varies, according tc the sealing method used, from 
5fl/4d to 9d per square foot# If installation costs.arc inclu
ded, the minimum cost of sealing a dam with a 6thous# polythene 
liner is about 6d per square foot. For an in situ joined liner 
the unit cost mill also bo of this order.

The cost of polythene membranes could he reduced in two 
waysj by reducing the price of the raw material, and by producing 
the film in wider sheets so reducing the amount of jointing 
required#
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In 1957? when the first hoat-sealed prefabricated liners 
were produced in Australia, polythene was availaole in 6 feet 
widths# It is now available in 10 feet widths, and this, 
coupled with a slight reduction in the price of the polythene 
stock, has reduced the cost of a prefabricated liner by about 
one-fifth since 1957#

In the U.S. A# polythene film is available in 40 foot widths 
and the price of the film is appreciably lower than in Australia* 
polythene lining can therefore compete economically with stabil
isation techniques*.

It can be anticipated that as the demand for pv.lythene in 
Australia increases the film will be manufactured in wider snoots 
and at a lower unit cost. It might therefore bo predicted that 
in the forseeable future polythene lining nay compete economica
lly with bentonite sealing, providing problems of poor durability 
can be overcome. It is not likely to supersede polyphosphate 
on economic grounds*

FUTURZ CP PCLTTH5HE FOR DAh LIIII1TG

At the present time polythene lining suffers the disadvant
ages of high cost and poor field performance# In run-of-the-mill 
sealing operations, it cannot therefore be recommended, either 
bentonite or polyphosphate being preferable according to soil 
type.

It is considered that polythene membranes will give satis
factory performance if they are covered with a protective layer 
of sand or soil# If manufacturers and f hricators can reduce 
initial costs they may therefore have a much wider application, 
than at -present, particularly where a high degree of seepage 
control is desired#

Polythene lining has the advantages of high seepage reduct- 
ion( in the case of the Ouyen tank, measured seepage was neglig
ible) and, where a prefabricated liner is used, ease and rapidity 
of installation. In addition the technique can be used on any 
soil type# At the present time, therefore, it has value for 
special applications where these advantages outweigh its high 
cost# These include the provision of temporary water storage
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for stock or firs fighting? and portals!e irrigation channel linings 
which can "be rolled up- and stored after use#

It is unlikely tliat plastic dan liners will ever supplant 
stabilisation techniques to any large ezztent unless drastic 
reductions in cost come aoout. Polythene has? however? a large 
potential field of use as a structural medium in water conserv
ation. Such applications might include the lining of water 
storage tanks and small town water supply reservoirs? anti-seepage 
"blankets and cores in earth damsf erosion control "blankets? etc.
As an instance of such an application the writer is now planning 
a dam "built from polythene stretched on a timber frame for use in a 
swamp area where the natural soil is quite unsuitable for normal 
dam construction.

(hates This report appeared in the March 1960 issue of IfPcwer 
Farming11 under the title of "Sealing Farm Bams with Plastic Film" )
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1# IÎ TROBUCTIO^

Seepage control rosearch at the University of ITew South 
hales has been conducted under tv/o grants5 the hater Research 
Foundation grant for plastic membrane study and the Commonwealth 
Bank grant for an investigation of other sealing methods. A 
report on work conducted on Dehalf of the eater Research Found
ation is presented in Appendix H.

The principal research effort under the Commonwealth Baric 
grant has been directed towards the evaluation of two important 
sealing materials! bentonite clays and soil dispersants* The 
following report discusses progress with these materials*

2# SFALIFG JVggM DAMS WITH BFUTOKETB CLAY 

2.1. Introduction

It has become clearly apparent that there is no universal 
solution to the seepage problem* Each of the techniques so far 
investigated has proven successful for a specific range of soil 
types and has been shorn to be unsuitable for soils outside this 
range.

Apart from soil type, the availability of plant and labour* 
the size and shape of the dam* climatic conditions and the degree 
of urgency of the problem may determine the appropriate scaling 
technique in a^particular location.
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Failure to consider each of the above factors may lead to 
disappointment and economic loss* and landholders are advised 
against accepting the. claims of a particular salesman or agency 
without fir fit considering the possible alternatives*

2* 2* The Sealing Properties,of hontoniteClays

Over the past 20 years* Arnericar farmers and irrigators 
havo made extensive use of bentonite * a natural clay* for sealing 
dams end irrigation channels# One of the taa.es of the hater 
Research Foundation has been to evaluate this material for use 
under Australian conditions#

Bentonite is a highly colloidal natural clay which contains 
a high proportion of montmorillonitc* a mineral noted for its 
smelling properties# It has been formed from the deposition of 
volcanic ash in salt water* and is to bo found in many parts of 
the world* including Australia#

The properties of individual bentonite deposits vary widely 
and the material is used for a variety of purposes according to 
these properties# It is used* for example* as a filtering medium* 
in foundry moulding sands* in oil drilling muds* and in the 
preparation of medicines and cosmetics*

For dam sealing a hi£h swelling sodium bentonite is essent
ial* and the best swelling bentonites are mined in Wyoming and 
South Dakota in the U.S.A.

Wyoming bentonites are marketed in Australia and local 
deposits appear to be much inferior to the imported material 
for dam sealing purposes* •

A good quality swellin | bentonite can absorb up to five 
times its weight of water and at full saturation it will occupy 
a volume of 12 to 15 times its dry bulk# It is this unique 
characteristic which imparts its sealing properties to bentonite* 
since when mixed with a porous soil and wetted* the material 
swells ana seals the interstices in the soil through which 
seepage takes place.
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The swelling process is reversible, a good bentonite being 
capable of drying and re-spelling an indefinite number of times# 
The coaling properties of bentonite can tjoreforo be expected to 
last for a very long; tine#

Imported American bentonites are marketed in Australia 
under several trade names# The material is ground to a fineness 
of the sane order a,s cement and distributed in mulri—■wall paper 
bags of 100 lbs weight#

A coarse granular form is also available# The current price 
ranges from £30 to £33 per ton f.o.r. Sydney#

2« 3. Tjie Airf.ication of Bentonite

There arc three techniques by which bentonite may be used 
for dam sealing# The most generally applicable method is known 
as the “mixed blanket“ technique. In this method, the powdered 
bentonite is mixed thoroughly with, the top four to six inches 
of soil in the floor and sides of the dan and compacted by 
rolling; with flat rollers or rubber-tyred plant. A reduction 
in seepage of about 9 0  per cent or better can bo achieved this 
way.

For the mixed blanket technique to be successful the soil 
must be a light sand;* or loamy textured material which will mix 
readily with the powdered bentonite* It cannot be used with heavy 
soils# Clays can, however, bo sealed with the “pure blanket” 
technique, which is also suitable on light soils#

In this method, the area to be sealed is levelled and 
lightly rolled and a continuous layer of pure bentonite spreac 
over it to a depth of about an inch# This blanket is then covered 
with six inches of top-soil, sand or gravel and the whole area 
again rolled#

Seepage reductions of 95 per cent and better have been 
claimed for this technique by American engineers, but the method 
has not been fully tested in Australia# Due to the difficulty 
of placing the bentonite membrane and its covering layer end 
the somewhat higher application rate necessary to give a contin
uous blanket, the cost of this technique will bo appreciably 
higher than the cost of the“mixed blanket” method.
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The "pure blanket" technique shows promise however? as a 
solution to the cracking associated with heavy clays like the 
"black soils of btS.U.

The third technique is nosi useful in the sealing of old 
dams and concrete tanks which leak through vell-d jfined cracks 
or seams. In this method the "bentonite is dispersed over the 
surface of the tarCc and allowed to settle to the bottom? where 
it is drawn into the cracks and so seals them. A gr, molar form 
of bentonite is most suitable for this purpose? and a number of 
tanks and swimming pools have boon successfully sealed in 
Australia using this technique.

2.4. The Pearce* s Creek demonstration

Laboratory tests and field trials conducted by the writer 
have shown that bentonites? provided they are used on suitable 
soil types? can give efficient and economical sealing. Of part
icular practical interest is the full-scale field demonstration 
undertaken this year at Pearce1s Creek? near Lisnore? on the 
north coast of 17,3.17.

The red soils of tlio "Big Scrub" area, around Li snore arc 
so porous that farm dams are rarely constructed. Climatic cond
itions are such? however? that stored water would assist mater
ially to stabilise production during the dry spring months.
In order to demonstrate the economic potential of conserved 
water to dairy farmers in the district? the iT.S.U. D e p a r tm e n t  
of Agriculture decided in lf>8 to construct a dam and seal it 
against seepage losses.

A site was chosen on the property of hr, Harold Gibson 
at Ioarcels Creek? in an area laiovni to be emirernely porous.
Soil tests conducted for the Department by the University of 
Hew South wales? indicated that bentonite would be the most 
suitable material for the purpose? and construction of the 
dam was completed late in IS'po. It is a typical gully dan on 
a steep red soil catchment? with a total capacity of about 
half a million gallons.

After allowing the dan to fill so that seepage measurements 
could be made in the unlined soil? the sealing operation was 
carried out in Harch 1959*
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The sealing material used was Volclay, a high grade Wyoming 

Dentonito distributed by the Standard Chemical Company, and the 
work was supervised by !<□?* Claude Srolaz of this Company*

The soil was suitable for a mixed blanket seal, and the 
Volclay was applied by loosening the top four inches in the floor 
and sides of the dam, spreading the Volclay at the rate of one 
pound per square foot, mixing thoroughly with a r o t a r y  tiller 
and rolling with a farm tractor and fiat roller*

The dan has since been fenced and provided with a circum
ferential catch drain and paved inlet to prevent damage from 
the scouring effects of inflowing water*

Uxtremely heavy rains foil before the rolling of the 
blanket had boon completed, and continuing wet weather has made 
it impossible to repair the scouring: which resulted. Despite 
this, however, the results have been extremely s c> ̂ -i- o jl r ■ j o o o i. *

Seepage measurements made before the dan was sealed showed a 
drop in water level due to leakage of 32 inches per week, After 
sealing was completed the University installed instruments for 
accurate measurement of seepage and evaporation losses from the 
dam and these instruments show that the seepage rate has been 
reduced to somewhat less than 2 inches per week

This represents a reduction in seepage of approximately 
95 per cent*, and provides a most convincing demonstration of 
the effectiveness of Volclay as a sealing ag:ent*

It is anticipated that remedial measures soon tc be under
taken will reduce the seepage loss to negligible proportions*

2*5. The Practical Application of Bentonite

Research carried out by the writer has shorn that the 
mixed blanket technique can be successfully applied under Austr
alian conditions and the following practical points are set down 
for the guidance of those wishing to seal dams with this method.

The mixed blanket bentonite seal is suitable in soils of 
a loose and friable nature, ranging from pure sends to silty loams.
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Suitable soils can 'be identified "by their appearance and 
feel and "by observation of their behaviour under tilth* A lunp 
of dry soil which is suitable for bentonite sealing will crumble 
readily */hen crushed between the fingers* and these soils will 
work up to form a fine surface.

If a lunp of soil requires considerable strength to crush 
between the fingers when dry or when moistened* can be rolled 
out to f o r a  fine pencil* it contains too much clay for use 
with bentonite.

Where doubt exists as to the suitability of a soil for 
bentonite sealing a representative sample should be laboratory tested 
It is understood that the Standard Chemical Company has facilities 
for conducting such tests* for which a nominal fee is charged.

Heavy, clayey soils car. probably be seabed by the pure blanket 
method if sufficient cover material is available* but the use of 
another sealing chemical such as polyphosphate ( to be described 
in a following article) nay prove more economical in such cases.
The writer would be pleased to hear from landholders having 
seepage problems in such soils.

A bentonite blanket is most conveniently applied as the 
final stage in the construction of a new dam. The need for such 
sealing may be apparent from the behaviour of other dams in the 
district.

A simple tost nay bo conducted by digging a number of post
holes in the floor of the dcm and filling these with water. After 
allowing some two or three days for saturation of the soil surr
ounding the hole* the rate at which the water level falls should
be measured. A rapid rato of loss will indicate the need fcr
sealing.

Dams which have been constructed for some time must first
be drained and allowed to dry out to a stage whore a disc culti
vator can bo worked without clogging. Good compaction of the 
blanket can not bo achieved if the soil is toe dry.

The first stage in the placing of the blanket is to level 
any irregularities in the area to be sealed and remove w e e d s ,rocks 
and stumps. The surface soil should then be loosened to a depth 
of four inches* using a disc cultivator* rotary hoe cr similar 
implement* and working the soil up to a reasonably fine condition.
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The area to be treated should next 1x3 pegged out in 10 ft 
by 10 ft squares and a bag of bentonite placed in each square#
The contents of each bag should be spread evenly over its square 
by hand raking. Application rate of one_pound of bentonite per 
square foot of surface

hiring can then proceed. On small tanks this nay be carried 
out by hand, but a small two—stroke garden tiller wild greatly 
facilitate this work# Disc cultivators or rotary hoes arc desirable 
on larger areas.

The soil should be mixed until the bentonite is thoroughly 
dispersed through the loosened layer. This condition is reached 
when the soil takes on a uniform grey colour. Finally the blanket 
must bo rolled to bring the soil bade to its original density#

In small dams and tanks, excellent compaction can be achie
ved using a heavy, rubber tyred form tractor, particularly if 
dual rear wheels are fitted# On larger dams a heavy fiat roller 
or, a sheopsfoot roller hauled by a crawler tractor vail be 
suitable.

It is desirable that the soil be slightly moist for ease 
of rolling, and very dry soils will require careful attention if 
the rolling is to be satisfactory.

A further point to be considered is the batter on which 
the implements must work. In old dans this will determine the 
type of equipment which can be used#

How dams should bo constructed x.dth batters flat enough 
to permit the working of discs or rotary hoes without danger of 
overturning#

The sealing operation should bo completed by fencing the dam 
and constructing an inflow drain. Whilst a bentonite blanket is to 
some extent self-scaling, possible damage by stock can best be 
avoided by fencing the area.

On steep batters the bentonite blanket may be scoured by 
heavy rainfall or inflcvring run-off. To avoid this a catch drain 
should be constructed around the perimeter of the dan to lea,d all 
inflowing run-off into a paved inflow section, which should bo 
•protected with bitumen, stone pitching or polythene strips.



It night bo pointed out that this is a desirable practice in all 
clams* whether bentonite sealed or not*

I1 anally* a word about costs* The normal application rate 
for bentonite is one pound per square foot* or 20 tons to the acre*
The cost of a mixed blanket, including labour* should be;- of the . 
order of 3d to 4d per square foot* or* say* £600 - €700 per acre#
This compares favourably with polythene film* for example* which 
m i l  cost between £1*000 and €1* 5^0 per acre*

3* SEALING FARM DAIjS 7 ^ 1 1  ? 0LlgH 0 S H h ^ _

3*1. Introduction

The methods used for sealing farm dams can be classified 
into two main groups* The most direct approach- and in practice* 
the most expensive- is to line the floor and sides of the leaking 
tank with a watertight barrier* Such devices as plastic membranes 
and reinforced concrete toppings are examples of this approach*

The alternative to an artificial barrier is to alter the 
natural char notorieties of the soil forming the floor and sides 
of the tank so that the soil itself becomes impervious* This may 
bo achieved by mechanical means* such as rolling or puddling* 
by the incorporation of additives such as bentonites or bitumens*% 
c-r by the use of chemicals which change the behaviour of the soil.

fry such process for improving the natural properties of 
a soil is known as stabilisation, A parallel example is to be 
found in the cement stabilisation of road and aerodrome surfaces 
to improve strength and rearing qualities*

During; the past six or seven years soil engineers in the 
United States have made remarkable strides in the science of soil 
stabilisation. Of particular interest to the man on the land has 
been the discovery that certain chemicals* when mixed in minute 
quantities with suitable soils* can produce substantial improve
ments in the mechanical properties of those soils.

These chemicals may cost from ton to 100 times as much per 
ton as conventional stabilising additives such as cements or bitumens* 
.yet they can be effective in such small quantities that the overall 
cost of soil treatment with them may be considerably less than if 
an additive were used



This technique* which is known as trace stabilisation* 
is still in the developmental phases* Sufficient practical 
applications have been made however* to show that trace stabil
isation has a wide field of application in the economical control 
of seepage from dans and reservoirs*

3-2. Stabili_sinq_yrith Polyphosyhato

The -roup of trace— stabilising chenicals which has boon 
the most widely investigated overseas is the soil dispcrsants.
Those ccnprise a number of compounds of sodium and phosphorous 
known as sodium polypho sphate s.

The soil dispcrsants arc p?;.?ticularl.3r effective in reduc
ing the pome-ability of a treated soil. One of then* sodium 
tri-polypk. sphate* is now manufactured in Australia, ana part 
of the University* s prodrome of research into dan scaling methods 
has been directed towards an evaluation of this chemical as a 
sealing agent*

Tri-polyphosphate is a detergent and is used in large 
quantities in the manufacture of commercial washing detergents#
Its action when mixed with soil is to disperse the soil particles 
and permit them to pack closely together, thus reducing permea
bility, Its effect is directly opposite to that of the so-called 
*Tsoil conditioners11 which are used to produce a fluffy, well-aerated 
soil*

Host fine grained soils exist naturally in a state of 
partial aggregation- the very fine particles being held together 
in clumps or aggregates by electro-chemical attractive forces.
Uithin these aggregates the particles are arranged in a haphazard 
fashion, much like jumbled logs in a heap of firewood*

Uhen sodium tri'polypkosphate acts on such a soil it replaces 
the attractive forces by repulsive forces which permit the particles 
to reorient themselves, particularly if they are subjected to 
mechanical working or rolling, so that they come to resemble logs 
neatly stacked side by side. This rearrangement and closer pack
ing of the soil particles must obviously bring about ?, considerable 
reduction in the permeability of the soil, since it reduces the 
void spaces through which the seepage water passes.
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At the same tino it has important effects on the compaction? 
settlement and. strength of the soil? which of themselves nay he 
of considerable future- importance in farm dam construction*

Since the stabilising properties of 'polyphosphate result 
from electro-chemical effects on very fine soil particles? it 
follows that this technique irill ho of value only in soils 
which contain a large proportion of those fine particles - 
in other words? clays and silts* It cannot ho expectDd to work 
with sandy or gravelly soils? ..kich are host scaled with an 
additive stabiliser such as bentonite*

Idirthorraoro? the offectiveness of a particular soil dis— 
porsant depends upon the chemical nature of the soil to he treated# 
F~r example? sodium polyphosphates are of little value wi'ia soils 
high in calcium? even though such soils contain an adequate perc
ent ago of very fine particles.

There is a very considerable field for further research 
into the effects of the trace stabilising’ chemicals? and many 
new applications can be predicted as knowledge of their behav
iour increases*

Sodium tri--polyphosphate is manufactured in Australia by 
Albright anI Tilson of Melbourne. It is marketed as a fine 
white powder in multi-wall paper bags of 70 lb weight. It costs 
about £160 per ton? or approximately £5 per bag* Sospite this 
high unit price the cost of soil treatment with polyphosphate 
is much lower than any of the other techniques investigated 
by the University*

The application rate recommended by the manufacturers is 
10 lb per hundred square feet for a stabilising depth of 12 inches. 
On this basis the cost of polyphosphate sealing should be in the 
order of 2d to 3d per square foot? defending upon the methods 
used for spreading and mixing*

3.3* Seewago Control with Polyphosphate

Polyphosphate sealing is a very recent technique. Tlie first 
water storage in the world to be sealed in this way was the 22 
million gallon lagoon of the International Paper Co, in Maine 
U.S.A. which was convincingly sealed in 1954* Since that time 
an indefinite number of small dams have been treated in the U.S.A.



So fur as the writer is aware? only one dam has so far "seen 
Healed in Australia? this heing a snail experimental tank wiiich 
is still under invest ignition.

Laboratory investigations carried cut by the G.3*I*i-i. 0* 
in South Australia? and the University of Sydney? and the Univ
ersity cf ITew South 1/ales? have shown? however? that there is 
a very ■promising field for the application of the technique m  
this country? and several dams and a length of- irrigation channel 
vd.ll shortly be treated in 1T.3,W*

Polyphosnhate can be added to the soil in powder or solution 
form? defending on the conditions of the job in hand* The manu
facturers recommend that the powdered, chemical oe sure,ad? mixed 
and rolled in the sane way as a mixed contonite blanket is formed*

The electro-chemical effects of polyphosphate depend upon 
the presence of a reasonable amount of moisture in the soil? ana 
under Australian summer conditions soils are normally too dry 
for effective powder nixing* It thus becomes essential that the 
soil be watered* In such a. case the polyphosphate nay be very 
conveniently applied by dissolving it in the water*

The chemical has also been applied by spraying directly 
onto the soil surface? without mixing? and by direct injection 
into the soil muss*

Laboratory tests conducted by the writer indicate that 
under certain conditions sealing can be achieved by simply 
mixing the chemical with the water in the dam* those? however? 
arc specified conditions? and anyone planning to use polyphosphate 
is advised to adopt the conventional mixing and rolling methods

3,4* The Uasiidale Lomonstration

As already mentioned? the writer is aware of only one 
polyphosphate treated tank in Australia? although plans for 
sealing a number of others are in hand* This is an excavated 
tank at hashdale? near Orange? in ihS.U. v/hich was treated in 
hovenber 1 9 5 9 *

The tank has been constructed on the property of lie, Bruce 
Williams? the well-known orchadist* This property lies on the 
western slop of Mount Canoblas? and the soil in the ore a is a,



red volcanic matoroal* very fine grained* which night best be 
described as a lean clay. The natural soil is extremely porous* 
and seepage losse * from dans and tanks present a considerable 
problem to orchard!sts in the Fashdale district.

In 1958 Hr, Williams offered the writer full facilities 
for the construction and sealing of an experimental tank* lift or 
the experimental work has been completed the water it holds will 
be used for fruit spraying and emergency fire fighting.

Following detailed laboratory tests of the soil from the 
tank site the decision was made to use poly-phosphate. The tank 
was excavated late in 1958? and a record of all costs has been 
kept. It is 58 feet square at the top and holds about 8 ft 
of water? the total capacity being about 45?800 gallons. There 
is no surface inflow* the tank being filled by pumping from a 
spring some distance away. It is therefore possible to measure 
the exact amount of water put into it at any time* and a water 
meter has been installed on the pipeline for this purpose.

In addition to this meter* c-ther instruments have been 
installed to measure seepage losses. These comprise an auto
matic water level recorder? rain gauge and evaporation tank.

Soon after the tank was excavated an attempt was made to 
fill it? in order to measure seepage losses in the natural soil. 
These losses were so high that the tank could not be filled to 
a depth greater than three feet? and the measured rate of loss 
was in excess of 5?000 gallons per day. Fine months later* 
immediately before the application of the polyphosphate? losses 
of this magnitude wore again measured.

It has been planned to seal the tank in two stages. The 
first step* now completed was to stabilise the- sides and floor 
using the dry misturc and roiling procedure* with half the 
quantity of polyphosphate recommended by the manufacturer. After 
allowing some time for seepage measurements it is planned to add 
a similar quantity of the chemical by dissolving it in the water 
in the tank.

The first stage was carried out in essentially the same way 
as the mixed bentonite blanket described in the first article of 
this series. The soil in the floor and sides of the tank was
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loosened to a depth of about 4 inches with a set of spring tynos, 
and showery v; eat her on the previous day "brought the re ksturc 
content of the soil to a reasonable level*

Polyphosphate was sprea'd at the rate of j lb per 100 sq# 
foot, using 10 ft by 10 ft pegged squares to ensure even spread
ing* The soil on the floor of the* tank was nixed “iih a rotary 
hoo and the batters were nixed with a sot of discs, for purposes 
of comparison, Better overall mixing "/as obtained with the discs#

Finally the soil was rolled hard with a Ferguson tractor 
fitted with dual rear wheels, and filling commenced immediately 
the rolling was completed#

Initial results were disappointing until it was discovered 
that leakage was taking place through the valves in the cutlet 
pipeline, After blanking off this line the seepage rate dropped 
to about 500 gallons per day, representing a reduction in seepage 
loss of about 90 per cent. It is anticipated that the second 
stage treatment, shortly to be undertaken, will reduce this 
figure appreciably#

The cost records of this project arc extremely interesting 
Construction of the tank cost about -ZjQ, The polyphosphate used 
was donated by ill bright and Wilson, who have given every co
operation in the projectf its actual value was less than £10*
The sealing operation involved about seven hours work| two ■ 
experienced men could seal a tank of similar size in less than 
four hours* Allowing for the second stage sealing, the total 
cost of the sealed tank should be well under £100,

By comparison, a prefabricated polythene liner for the tank 
would cost approximately £180 not including installation costs 
or the cost of sinking the tank,

3*5 The Practical Application of Polyphosphate
On the basis of limited experience in Australia some sugg

estions for the economical use of polyphosphate can be made. It 
should be emphasised that the technique is still experimental, and 
landholders contemplating the use of the chemical would be advised 
to seek technical advice as to the suitability of their soils.
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On the other hand, it is desirable that as many co'do as 
possible attempt polyphosphate sealing so that its field behav- 
iour can be properly evaluated. The writer would therefore be 
pleased to assist any persons interested in the use of this 
chemical.

The first step in any sealing problen is to determine the 
soil type. As explained previously, polyphosphate is only suit
able with silty or clayey soils* It is desirable that the material 
have at least ip per cent clay particles. As a rough field tost, 
it should be possible to roll a moist lump of the soil between
the pains to form a fine pencil. A dry lump should be reasonably
difficult to crush between the fingers.

Generally speaking a fine-grained soil which does not pass 
the field test for bentonite, described in the previous article, 
should be suitable for polyphosphate*

Two further tests can be used if a small quantity of poly
phosphate is obtainable. In the first, a moist pat of soil is
taken and kneaded into a ball, A pinch or two of polyphosphate
is then added, to the soil and the whole again kneaded well to 
form a ball. If the material is suitable the second ball will 
feel wetter and distinctly more plastic than the first.

The second tost involves thoroughly shaking a handful of soil 
in a jam-jar to which a pinch of polyphcsp im  uO nas been added.
If the soil is suitable the water will remain muddy for several 
weeks,

Even if a soil is suitable from the point of view of clay 
content its chemical composition may preclude the use of poly
phosphate, Clay soils with a high lime content may require 
considerably more polyphosphate than normal soils, end if such 
a condition is suspected soil tests should be arranged. In 
addition the solodic soils of the Hunter Valley and parts of the 
central west of h,S.W. which frequently cause failure by tonne1- 
ling are not likely to benefit from polyphosphate treatment.

The best technique for applying the chemical to the soil 
depends upon the type of soil, climatic conditions and the area 
to be treated. The manufacturers, 011 the basis of experience 
with the International Paper Co, lagoon, recommend that the



material "be incorporated as a fry powder, mixed into the top 
12 inches of soil and thoroughly rolled# It is suggested that 
this dg done by first removing ana etcexpiling tne first six 
indies ox soil5 next, ripping a further six inches* sprono.ing 
polyphosphate, nixing and rolling! finally* replacing the stock
piled soil and repeating the process# This gives a stabilised 
blanket 12 inches in thickness* the application rate being 5 l°s 
of polyphosphate per souare for each of the two layers#

In small tanks vrith conventional faming plant it should 
be sufficient to treat only six inches of soil in one pass* using 
10 lbs of polyphosphate per square# On such projects the anemical 
is best spread by hand in the manner recommended for bentonite#

On large areas considerable labour may >;e saved by utilising 
some form of lime or sup'er—phosphate spreader* and large disc 
cultivators or oven stabilising machines night co employed with 
aci van 0 age«

As had already been pointed out* it is essential that 
adequate moisture be present in the soil to ensure the electro
chemical action of the noly-phosphato# Under normal Australian 
conditions soils are too dry in any case* and it v/oulu appear 
to be an excellent technique to first rip the soil to the desired 
depth, water with a solution of polyphosphate in a concentration 
sufficient to give uniform coverage of 10 lbs per square, then 
disc and roll# The soil should be brought to a moisture content 
such that it is almost too wet for the rollers to operate#

In dry hot weather it would be desirable to work in small 
areas to avoid drying out of the soil before rolling is complete#
This technique has not yot been tried in practice#

It may be found after filling a dan sealed with polyphos
phate that the water becomes discoloured and wall not settle#
This is not harmful* but if the water is to be used for irrigation 
it might be desirable to settle the fine particles with an electrolyte 
such as alum. If* however* the water is used for fruit or pest 
spraying* some difficulty may be experienced in dissolving or 
emulsifying the spray chemicals. The advice of tho manufacturers 
should therefore be sought if this water use- is contemplated.
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4. FURTHER HESIL'JRCH

It is proposed to extend the seepage control research to 
evaluate other possible sealing materials# Preliminary studies 
have already been made concerning other trace chemicals* such 
as Calgonf proprietary sealing agents* such as SS13 and hM§s 
bitumen emulsionss and undorv/ater explosions#

Figure 1 shows the location of the field experiments 
currently in operation or under investigation#

0 3 0 0 0

(Hotes This report appeared in modified form in the January 
and February 1960 issues of rt?owor Farming!f. )



APPENDIX J -  F IG . I.
SEEPAGE C O N T R O L  
EX PER IM EN T S.

Loc a tion  of S e e p a g e  C on tro l  Experim ents .

1. North Richmond •• polythene liner : tests complete.
2. Alstonville : bentonites : final observations in proqress.
3. Nashdale •. po lyphospha te  *. seco n d  s ta q e  sea ling  in p roq ress .

4. K u In u ra - .su rv e y ,so i l  t e s t s  c o m p le te d  : b en to n ite  proposed.

5 ,O r a n q e  (F o res try ) :  so il  te s ts  co m p le te d  ** p o ly p h o s p h a te  p r o p o s e d ,  

fe. T um ut ( F o r e s t r y ) ; s o i l  t e s t s  c o m p fe te d  : m e th o d  n o t  d e c id e d .

7. C h a r l t o n :  p o ly th e n e  liner u n d e r  o b s e r v a t i o n .

8. Red Hill : p o l y th e n e  l in e r  u n d e r  o b s e r v a t i o n .

9- O u y e n  -. p o l y th e n e  l i n e r  u n d e r  o b s e r v a t i o n .

IO. S i lv an .-  so i l  t e s t s  c o m p l e t e d  : p i lo t  t a n k s  f o r  p o l y p h o s p h a t e  t o  b e  
c o n s t r u c t e d ,  1 9 6 1 .




